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It is well established that when the surface of a conduoting material 

oontains an exoess charge created by an eA~ernal eleotrio field, a 

modulation of the refleotano& spectrum occurs. Eleotric-field modulation 

teohniques of the reflectivit,y are used for a) the eluoidation of optioal 

struoture associated with critical points [Cardona (1969) 1 and b) the 

study of modulationeffect& of intraband transitions near the plasma 

frequeno;id Seraphin (1972)] • 

There exists an essential differenoe:between the former and latter oonoept 

The former one is known as the Franz, - Keldysh effect [Keldysh (1958)] and 

is c~noerned with the effect of strong eleotrio fields on the optical 

properties of insulating or semiconducting materials in spectral regions. 

where W>::>l1J ,whereas the latter is assooiated with free carrier effects. p 

Due to the nature of the experimental teohniques employed the Franz - Keldysh 

effeot is observed when the penetration depth of the radiation is less than 

the depth of the perturbation, whereas the effect, assooiated with intra -

band transitions, is observed when the depth of perturbation is very much 

less than the penetration depth of the incident radiation. 

However, the same term (ELECTRO-REFLECT.ANCE) ha's been used for both of 

these effects. Most eleotra-refleotanoe experiments have been oarried 

out in. the visible and DV parts of the eleotromagnetio spectrum. 

txe and Hammer (1967), however are the only research workers who observed 

a qualitative modulation peak in the m and in the vioinity of the 

refleotance plasma edge of Ge and tin - doped GaAs. Large absorption 

oorreotions were required due to the absorption by the saturated methanol -

NaCl aleotrolYta solution used. Their results were not reproduoible, but 

indicate that a rather large effeot should be expeoted. 
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The soope of the work reported here was to extend ER studies assooiated 

with free eleotron effeots into the near IR and obtain valuable quantita

tive results in order to develop and evaluate a mioroscopio theory. 

The theory proposed is ana~sed in Chapter 2. The effect of the free 

carrier parameters on the magnitude and shape of the ER speotrum is studied. 

A summarized verifioation of the oaloulated results. is given for the visible 

and ultraviolet spectral regions. Chapter 3 includes the experimental 

teobniqoesemployed to measure quantitative~ the ER spectra of various 

materials, in the near IR. The ER spectra of GeTe films are given in 

Chapter 4 for both Internal and External Reflection Speotroscopy. 

Chapter 5 inoludes the experimental and calculated results for SnTe films 

for both IRS and ERS. 

Chapter 6 desoribes the theoretical and experimental ER spectra 

of tin-doped indium oxide films and a oomparative study of D. C. sputtered 

and Chemioally (cvn) fabricated films. 

Also it was found necessar,y to develop a oomputer technique for the 

evaluation of the Drude - model parameters from reflectivity data around 

the plasma edge. The features and limits of th~ technique are discussed 

in Appendix D. 

- Final~, Chapter 7 summarizes the res~lts of the investigation and 

indioatesfruitfUl areas of further research. 

.. 
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2.1 Introduotion 

Several semi - empirical models have been developed for the explanation 

of the eleotrorefleotance effect in metals. 

Ransen andProstak, (1967) propoaed that when an electrio field is applied. 

across the surface of the sample the free electron concentration of the 

metal is changed. The shift in the free electron conoentration causes a 

oballge in the plasma frequenoy '" , where: p 

In other words a rigid -shift of the plasma edge is assumed. The rigid 

shift model yields an eleotro - reflectance spectrum which simply is 

a normalized first - derivative of the reflectivit,r with respect to 

wavelength. So, for a metal like silver, whioh exhibits a pronounced 

reflectivity minimum at about 0.325 !-Im, peaks of both signs should 

occur in the electro - reflectance spectrum. McIntyre (1973), however, 

experimentally showed that the spectral response of AR IR for 

silver exhibits only one peak at the vicinity of the reflectivity 

minimum. 

The above model was subsequent~ refinei b,y Hansen and Prostak (1968). 

They proposed that the optical constants of the metal are shifted along 

the energy axis, b,y the same fraction that ~p is shifted, b,y the 

application ot a low - frequency electrio field on the surface ot the 

metal. However , a plasma frequenoy shift does not induce a uniform shift 

of the real and imaginar,y part ot the dielectric constant, along the 

energy axis. The shift is not rigid but varies with the photon energy , 
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and generallY is a rather complioated function of photon energy. 

Thus, the model employed by Hansen and Prostak would be pl"c'ctically 

applicable o~ over ver,y narrow ~equency interva~, i.e. when ~~ 

constant. 

KcInt.y.re and Aspnes (1971) proposed a model based on a first - order 

approximation for the refleotance ohange of a two - phase system produoed 

b.Y the generation of a thin intermediate (transition) region of thickness 

d« A , whose the complex dielectric oonstant varies oontinuous13 

between two limiting values, in a direction nortlal to the surface plane 

of the metal. A mean perturbation of the dielectrio constant is defined 

b,y averaging its local change over the transition region and assuming 

that the part of dieloctrio constant due to the contribution of bound 

electrons is not altered b.1 the applied low-frequency eleotrio field. 

The MoIntyre - Aspnes model is independent of the actual form and thiclaless 

of the surfaoe o~ge distribution induced b,y a low-frequenoy eleotric 

field and quantitative13 acoounts for the eleotra-refleotanoe speotrum 

of ail ver and gold. 

However, the perturbation of the complex dieleotric constant has arbitra

rilY been defined as 

= (c - 1) ..ML f N 

This implies that C L9 i.e. the lattice dieleotric constant of the 

metal is 1; but this is generally not valid. 

!bus,it may be argued that quantitative and qualitative disorepancies 

observed by J!oIntyre (1970), between his experimental and oaloulated 

oleotroreflectance spectra of silver and gold can be mainly attributed 

to the fact that the lattioe dieleotrio constant has arbitraril3 been 
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taken equal to 1. 

Kofman, GarrigoB and CheyssBC (1974) developed a model based on the 

following assumption: When a ccnstant eleotrio field is applied in a 

direction normal to the surface of the metal the free electron 

ooncentration at the surfaoe increases so that the total electrio field 

-in8ide" the metal vanishes. If an eleotromagnetiowave falls upon the 

metal, the exoess eleotrons are foroed by the electric field of the wave 

to move, giving rise to a surfaoe ourrent densi~. This surfaoe ourrent 

density is taken into aooount in the boundary oonditiorus for the 

magnetio field at the surface of the metal. 

The main handioap of that model is that the thiokness of the perturbed 

layer is used as a scaling faotor to obtain the beat agreement with the 

oxperimental results for gold, silver and oooper. However, their 

interpretation is consistent beoause the values of the perturbed-layer 

thickness required fcr 8 good fitting of the experimental results are in 

agreement with the valuos predicted by the Thomas - Fermi theory. 

Anderson and Hansen (1973) proposed a model whiohtakes into aooount 

contributions from bound eleotrons. They 8ssumed that the low frequency 

electrio field oreates an exponential band bending but it does not 

affeot the Fermi level, whicb remains unchanged. The excess oharge 

. distribution (p) at the surfaoe of the metal is oaloulated 8S a funotion 

ot the distance (r) frcm the surfaoe of the metal, from Poisson's 

equation in the same .manner as the eleotrostatio screening length; this 

gives 

v\( r ) = 4 1r e [n (r) - n (o~ 
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where cl> ( r) is the electrostatic potential, and n (r) - n(o) is 

the deviation from uniform electron concentration. The reflectance, 

fina.lly, of a metallio film with banq.- bending at the surfa.ce is calculated 

by dividing the surface region into a series of thinner films, each with 

a different set of optical constants. Knowing the dielectric constant of 

the metallic film hav1ng no surface charge, the change of renectance oan 

be caloulated by substra.cting the latter from the former. 

It has reoently been olaimed by :Bewick and Robiitson (1975) that the 

published details of this model contain a number of errors in the equations. 

Fina.1l3', Howson, Avaritsiotis and Fox (1975) have shown that film thiokness 

and changes in structure of thin films can strongly affect the shape and 

magnitude of the electro - reflectance effect. 

Ho~ever all these models are supported by only a limited number of 

measurements in the vitsible and near ultra - violet (silver) regions of 

theelectromagnetio speotrum; only three metals heve been studied:gold, 

silver and oooper. 

In investigating different materials for an effect in the near infrared 

it has beoome obvious that the eleotro - refleotanoe spectrum depends to 

a large extent on the properties of free carriers. 

Consequently it beoomes necessar,y to derive an expression for the eleotro

refleotance in terms of the properties of the free oarriers, i.e. oarrier 

density, effeotive mass, relaxation time and lattioe dieleotrio constant. 
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2.2 A New Model 

When a static or low - frequenoy el~trio field is applied onto the surface 

of a oonduoting material a distribution of emeess free oarriers is 

generated in the vioinity of the surfaoe; the depth J I, J of the 

perturbation depend.ins on the free oarrier density of the -material and 

the strength of the field. 

It .£« A (where A is the wavelength of the electromagnetio wave used 

as a probe, deteoting ohanges of--the optioal properties of the interface), 

the optical behavior of the perturbed metal may be d.escribed in terms ot 

a three-phase system oonsisted of two semi - intini te phases J and an 

ultra - thin intermediate region of-enhanced carrier density; fig. (2.1). 

This is a widely accepted approximation firstlY adopted ~ Ha.naen and 

Prostak, (1967). As_ far as the validity of the inequality A »i is 

oonoerned, i is always much less than the wavelength of the inoident 

eleotromagnetio radiation in a wide spectral region around the plasma 

edge, where the optioal properties of the material are dominated by intra-

band transitions. 

An expression for electro - reflectance in bulk materials will be 

obtained by introducing the conoept of optical impedance. Consideration 

will be given to the normal inoidenoe only. 

Since the magnetic (H) and eleotrio (E) veotors of the incident 

eleotromagnetic radiation are continuous , at the interfaces, the 

optioalimpedanoe Y may generally be defined as: 

(2.1) 
(conat.) 

n ohms. 

Heavens (1965) or Ramo, Wbinery,and Van Duzer, (1965) give the impedance 



I~ ~I 

phase CD 

Fig.(2.1) Sohematio illustration of' the enhanoed - layer oonfiguration, 
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ot the intermediate phase ot a three phase system as 

where Y2' Y 3 are the optioal impedances of' the enhanced layer and bulk 

material respective13, ~ is the propagation constant in the enhanced 

layer and 1 is its thickness. The propagation constant is genera~ 

given by 

2 7r ni t It 

= = K. +jK. 
~ 1 1 

where ni is in general comple~ 

The refractive index of phase 1, however, is considered to be a real 

number. If'~..e « 1 ,and ~t£<!<. 1 eq. (2.2) may be written as. 

In the case of weak perturbations the enhanced layer has a refractive 

index only slight13 changed from. that of the bulk material, such that 

(2.5) 

Consequent13, substituting eqs. (2.1) and (2.5) into eq. (2.3) gives 

(2.6) 

providing that ~ / n3 is 4a , i.e. that the real and / or imaginary 

part of n, are not close to zero • 

.. 
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The amplitude reflection ooeffioient, or in other words the Fresnel 

ooeffioient of the system is given b,y: 

Yi - Y1 
r = ...;;;;.--

Y i + Y1 

where Y1 is the optical impedance of the electrolyte equal to 

(ccnst.) / D1 ' ohms. Substituting eq.(2.6) intoeq.(2.7) gives: 

(2.8) 
r = (D1 -I)) - 2j -7- D1 i AD3 

(D1 ~) -2j : n1 i A D3 

/;.~ ,. 

The coefficient of ampliWde reflectioD for. the unperturbed. material, 

i.e. a two phase system, is given by: 

Substituting eq.(2.9) into eq. (2.8) gives 

(2.10) . 

or 

For small perturbations we may write 

r=r +Ar o 

Substituting eq.(2.12) into eq. (2.11) gives 
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.~ n1 n3 
..:!£.. = lp j ~ lA n ( -) 
ro c 3 2 2 

~ -n1 

An expression for the ohange of retraotive index will be found next. 

The oomplex dieleotrio oonstant of the free oarrier material is in general 

given as 

(2.1lp) 

where is the oontribution from the bound eleotrons and 

the oontribution of the free oarriers and'· is generally expeoted to be 

a tunotion of frequency. The latter can be expressed according to Drudeta 

model as 

(2.15) 

where EL is the latt.ioe dieleotric oonstant, ,,; is the relaxation 

time of the free oarriers and 

(2.16) 2 
c.:Ip = 

2 Ne 

C)p is the plasma frequency given by 

From eqs. (2.1lp), (2.15), and (2.16) an expression for A l1:; can be 

obtained, given by 

(2.17) 

Substituting in eq. (2.13) gives 

(2.18) 
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The quantity i. l::!.N represents the ohange of surface carrier density 

due to the application of a low frequency electric field on the surfaoe 

of the conduoting material. It we assume that the eleotrio field is applied . 
--with the aid of a oapacitive configuration, (and this is always the oase 

in practice), the latter quantity can be expressed as 

. (2.19) L-IlN =.Q..L 
q 

where C is thecapacitanoe per unit area, V is the applied voltage, and 

q is the free oarrier oharge. Substituting eq.(2.19) into eq.(2.18) 

(2.20) 

li'ina1l,y the energy refieoted by the unperturbed system is given from 

(2.21) * R = r r o 0 

So, 

(2.22) l::!.R 8* ~r _ r 
= -;;-. + 

R r 
0 0 

where: 

(2.23) /1; 
= - 2 j 

D1 0:1 C V C~li'-CL 
r* oN q- c5 _C 0 1 

Substituting eqs. (2.20) ana (2.23) into eq.(2.22) we obtain: 

~R 
1r = 



Eq. (2.24) mar fina1l3 be written as: 

whore: 

cmr*m e e 0 
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11 and k . being the retractive index and extinction coefficient cf the 

bulk material. The expression in brackets determines the shape of the 

electro-reflectance.spec~ The magnitude of the effect is dominated 

b;y the terms cutside the brackets: i.e. bY the relaxaticn .time, the' 

relative optical mas&, the capacitance, and the applied vcltage. 

Eq. (2.25) is applicable in the CAse ot any real material because CA 

and e
B

, involve oontributions from both intraband and interband 
. -

transitions. In this model it is assumed implicitly that bound electron 

states are not affeoted b;y the applied electric fieid; only the plasma 

frequenoy of the free carrier gas in the enhanced layer is shifted. The 

influences of interband tranaitions appear only indirect13 through their 

contribution to the bulk dielectric constant which is not modulated by 

the low - frequency electric field. 

The mathematical result ct our assumption is independent ot the thickness 

ct the enhanced layer and· distribution cf the excess free carrier density 

at the surface cf the material. In other wcrds J when P, «A and to 

first order apprcximaticn, the magnitude of electro - retleotance is in-
. 

sensitive to the soreening length and the actual charge - distribu-

tion profile. 

The magnitude of the effeot is linear13 dependent on both the applied 
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voltage and the capacitance which is used in practice to generate the 

eleotrio field responsible for the perturbation of the surfaoe optical 

properties of the material under inyestigation. 

In this treatment, no speoific model has been assumed for the structure 

of phase 1 of tig.(2.1)at the neighbourhood of the enhanced layer. 

!he optical modulation effeots are assumed to be solely due to a 

perturbation of the free carrier densi~ et the surface. Although idealized 

this assumption lays ona pragmatic basis: As a general rule phase 1" of 

fig. (2. 1) is transparent in the range of optical measurements. 

Consequently since the frequency dispersion of its dieleotric oonstant 

is small and monotonic, wecansatelyassume that the primary origin of 

the sharp peaks observed in the experimental ER spectra may be attributed 

to the pronounoed struoture of the optioal constants of the metaJ.,McJht're(197.3). : 

2.3 Implications of the Present Model 

We are seeking a simplified version of eq. (2.24) in order to elucidate 

the role of the optioal parameters (i.e. £L' m; , ~, n ,) of our 

system, in the determination of magnitude and speotral response of the 

ER effeot. 

It is assumed that the peak: of the ER effect occurs in the vicini~ of 

the plasma frequency; this assumption will be verified later on 

theoretically and experimentally. It WPEAK is the frequency 

oorresponding to the peak value of the ER speotrum, then , 
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where ~W« Wp ; wp being the plasma frequency of the material under 

investigation. Moreover, if' we assume that (wp 1; )-1« 1, eq. (2.15) 

oan appro:rlmate13 be written as 

£ ~ £: . [ 2 D. W .c ( )_1J 3 L wp + cl wp 1: 

ComIequent13 for Drude - type materials 

(2.28) 

The imaginar,y part of eq. (2.28) is 

(2.29) 

The right - hand side of the latter equation beoomes ma.rl.mum when 

~W= ~wMAX 

giving the value at the maximum of 

Substituting eq. (2.31) into eq. (2.24) we obtain) [<.J) ~Wt>J 

~ £1 
--- (1~'-r) CV 
m* m £L L r e 
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A similar expression will be obtained when inter - band transitions 

are taken into acoount. In the prsseDOe ot inter - band transitions eq. 

(2.16) is not valid any longer •. The. experimental plasma frequenoy in that 

08se oan be f'ound from eq. (2.14) by puttlng the real part ot £3' equal 

tosero. In this way we obtain the tollowing expre8sion f'or the 

experimental plasma frequenoy wX: 

, £ 
•• ~2 L W2 ..... x = • 

R (e~) p 

where R (E~ ) is the real part ot E~ whioh is def'ined as: 

By aubstituti."1g Wp by Wx in eq. (2.27) 'and tollowing the ,same 

prooedure we obtain 

where flwJ4AX« W x• 

The maximum value of the etfeot is given by an equation similar to eq. 

C!.32) providing that the relaxation time "C' is replaced by 

. -1 

'C' = ['C-1 + W Im (C3B)j , 
x R (E') 

L 

where Im ( €. 3B) repre8ents the :imaginary part of' the dieleotrio 

oonstant due to inter - band transitions. 
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It is interesting to note that interband transitions affect strongly the 

effective relaxation time defined in Eq. (2.36). More specifically, the 

effective relaxation time may become very small ifinterband effects 

become pronounced. This wUl have as a re.sultthe degradation of the 

magnitude of the ER peak, according to Eq. (2.32). 

2.3. 1 Position of the ER Maximum 

From eqs. (2.30) and· (2.35) the following important points can be made: 

the position of the ER maximum depends upon the ratio of· the dielectric: 

constant of phase 1 of fig. (2.1) to the lattioedielectrio constant and 

also on the spectral position of plasma frequency. 

Table (2.1) contains the calculated spectral positions of ER maxima of 

various materials in o omparis on with reported experimental data. The values 

have been oomputed from optioal. . measurements. reported· tor gold and silver 

b,y Cheyssac et al (1972), for antimo~ by Fox et al·(1974) and for gallium 

arsenide and germanium b,y Axe and Hammer (1967). 

2.3.2 Magnitude of the ER Maximum 

Eq. (2.32) oan general~ be written as 

where IJ is the so-called optical mobility and is defined as 

q -r;' 
IJ=----
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Table {2.12 Predicted ER data of various materials in co~parison 

with reported experimental values. 

Au(1) Ag(1) 

15 -1 3.43 6.08 ~. (xlO sec ) x 

~ (].lm) 
x observed 

0.55 0.40 

t"peak (Jlm) 0.50 0.32 exp 

6RI RV max _ " exp 
(V-I) 3xl0-3 - lOxl0-3 

IS" -1 p (x10 sec ) 3.14 -12.9 

~ 1.0 1.07 

-14 (x 10 _ sec) 1.5(0.33) 2(0.94) 

(. -1 V-I) -4 -3 
m sec - 6xIO 1.6xl0 

L 
20 6 

(€" ) 23 18 
.i.. at w 

m(Eg) 
x 1.7 2."5 

15- -1 
w -(x 10 sec ) 
.x 

0.154 0.405 

peak CALC (].lm) 0.51 0.29 

ARt (V-I) -3 5xl0-3 
Rvl 1.7xlO 

max CALC 

( 1 ) Cheys sac et al (1 972) • 

(2) Fox et al (1974). 

(3) Axe and Hammer (1967). 

Sb(2l . 
- 0.126 

15 

REPORTED 
AS SMALL 

0.126 

.' 

0.5 

3.1 

-lx10-2 

90 

90 

0 

0.001 

15 

3xlO-2 

GaAs (&1\) (3) -Ge(Sn) (J)" 

0.092-4 0.0773 

20.4 24.4 

20 24 

KNOWN TO 
KNOWN TO BE HIGH 
BE HIGH BUT LESS 

THAN GaAs 

0.0924 0.0773 

0.0675 0.23 

8.9 4.8 

- -1 
2.3x10 

-2 -
3.7x10 

10.9 16.0 

10.9 16.0 -

0 0 

0.007 0.004 

19 24 

7xlO-1 -1 lxl0 
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, 
where 't: is the apparent value of -e • 

Equation (2.37) demonstrates that for a material to give a large electro-

refleotance effect for a given amount of induced charge it should have 

a high optical mobili;t;y and a value of R( £~) such that the funotion in 

brmkBD is maximised i.e. R(~) = 2 £ 1.-
«<5 ) 

Given that £1 is usuallY rather small,Amaterials with small values of 

R (£~) are likely to exhibit large eleotroreflectanoe peaks. 

An approximate expression for the magnitude of the ER maximum, when 

~] 
The latter expression has been used to oaloulate the magnitudes of the 

ER maxima of various materials shown in Table (2.1~ Although, eq. (2.39) 

\ is an approximate one, the results obtained using it are comparable to 

experimental data for gold and silver. 

It is worth noting that the latter equation predicts oonsiderably large 

ER maxima for values of optioal mobility whioh several materiah exhibit 

at room temperature, (for example GaAs , InSb,SiC). 

Speaking in terms of the plasma edge morphology, a large value for optical 

mobility implies a sharp plasma edge. The sharpness of the plasma edge ia 

the prinoipal orit~rion for relative~ large ER signals. 

Moreover, the value of lattioe dielectrio oonstant affeots the value of 

refleotanoe minimum; for small values of lattioe dieleotric oonstant 
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the refleotanoe minimum shifts: towards zero reflectance. 

The oonolusion is that according to the present theor,y materials exhibiting 

a sharp plasma edge acoompanied qy a deep refleotanoe minimum are the . 
most suitable for giving relative~ large magnitudes of ER effect. 

It is interesting to note that the value of ER effect may become zero, 
. , , , , 

in the speotral region of an expeoted maximum, for both real and ideal 

materials. This will happen when the quantity R( £~) - £1. of eq. (2.37) 

will beoome zero ,1. e. . 

. , 
In·the oase ot ideal materials, 1. e. £L =£ L' the magnitude of the ER 

effeot will beoome 'zero when the lattice dielectrioconstant of the 

material beoomes equal to the dieleotric oonstant of ambient. Thus, a 

Drude - type material will not exhibit an ER effeot if its lattice 

dieleotrio oonstant beoomes equal to the ambient dieleotrio oonstant, and 

not if the ambient dieleotrio constant takes the value 1 as it is predioted 

by Mc-Intyre' s model. 

2.3.3 Polarity of the ER Effeot 

This ia: a oontroversial subjeot; Hansen and Prostak assign a positive sign 

for the ZR effect and are justified by their experimental results. 

KqIntyre and Aspnes deduLe a negative sign for the ER effect and are 

justified by their experimental results. Koffman, Garrigos and Cheyssac 

give it a negative polarity, thanks to a negative sign emerging from 

their oaloulations, (Garrigoa PhD Thesis 1974, Universite de Nice). 
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JrcIntyre and Aspnes manipulation is unacceptable since the final answer 

to the question of the ER polari~ is that ~or pure 'free - electron 

metals the effect is ver.y small and positive whereas for metals ,with 

jnterband transitions the effect is predicted to be considerab~ larger 

and negative, by making various assumptions concerning the values of the 

free electron and bound eleotron parts of the dielectric constant. 

According to the present interpretation the polarity of the ER spectrum 

depends upon 'the polari~ of the free carriers of the materials under 

investigation, the relative direction of the low - frequency electric field 

which generates; the perturbation on the surface of the sample, and the 

value of R( £~). 

We assume that the speoifio capacitanoe C (in F / m2) of eq. (2.37) 

is in general the one ofa system consisted of two parall~l plates, one 

of which is the surface of the material under investigation, separated by , 

a dielectric of thickness 4n and dielectrio constant £1- This 

assumption is a wide~ acoepted approximation for 'the double layer 

capacitanoe when eleotrolytio techniques are employed, and there is no 

question of being invalid in cases where solid state configurations are 

used, i.e. schottky diode etc. Consequent~,wh~n dD is small 

compared with the geometrical dimensions of the electrodes, so tl~t edge 

effects become negligible; 

(2.41) c • VcC (const.) ~ C 

where E DC, is the low frequency' electric field applied onto the surface 

of the material under investigation. Substituting eq. (2.41) into eq. 

(2.37) gives 

,[~] QC 
R MU 

4 n1 or q 

m'" m c £ reo 
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The prefaotor on the right-hand side of the latter equation is always 

positive and the quanti~ into braokets is positive for most of the materials 

in the speotral region under oonsideration. So, the polarity of ER 

effeot is a matter of defining the positive direotion of the low -

frequenoy eleotrio field veotor and knowing the polarity of the free 

oarriers of the material under investigation. 

Thus, if we define BD C to be negative when its unit veotor is 

direoted onto the surfaoe of the material and assume the existenoe of 

positively oharged free oarriers., (i. c. q::. +e) . , the polarity of the 

ER effeot turns out to bepositive • This definition is oonsistent with eq.(2.24 

beoause an exoeS8; of holos oauses, a shift of the plasma frequenoy and 

oonsequent~ the refleotivity speotrttm, towards larger photon energies 

which is general~ expeoted to give positive differences. 

However in frequenoy regions where RC £~) < £1 ' the term into braokets 

eq. (20 42) , becomes, negative thus, changing the sign ef the ER effect, 

determined by the polarity of free carrier and direction of the low 

frequenoy per~urbing electrio field. So, the polarity of the effect is 

governed by the polarity of free oarriers, the.relative direction of the 

low - frequenoy electrio field, and the sign of the term in brackets of 

aq. (2.42). 

2.3.4 A Detailed Manipulation of the Effect of the Optical Parameters 

of the ER Spectrum. 

It is interesting to examine in detaii how, for an ideal material, the 

various parameters affeot the shape of the eleotro - refleotanoe speotrum, 

using the oomplete mathematioal expression of our model • 

• 
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2.3.4.1 Lattioe Dieleotrio Constant Dependenoe 

Assuming materials obeying Drude's model the quantity 

(2.43) 

. has been plotted as a function of W.,; for a large number of values of 

(Wp 1:), and e L ' as it is shown in figs (2.2 - 2.12). The effeot 

ot EL on the magnitude of F and eventually on AR / R is 

dramatio, speoially for va.lues of € L less than about 30 (See Figs. 

(2.2), (2.:;) and (2.4); the lower the value of EL the higher the 

magnitude of eleotro-refleotance for given i: and m*. 

If "t' is frozen Fig.(2.13) shows that the eleotro· - Z"Eifleotanoe peak 

ocours: in the vioinity of the plasma edge. The latter figure shows again. 

F = f (W1:', W -C, CL) but oontains8 ourves only (instead of 200 ), 
p . . 

for ola.ri~. Fiss.(2.2 - 2.12) show that there is a single peak for eaoh 

value of (W p 1: ), over· ( w,;) and for 200 values of (OJ p ,; ) • 

The maximum values ofF have been plotted against (L\) 1:) in fig. (2.14). 
P 

It is interesting to note, that, acoording to the present model and for 

ide~ materials, the ma:rlmum va.lue of F is not the same for all the 

values of ( OJ p "'l:). It seems that EL introduces. a "ripple" in 

the funotion FMAX = f (Wp -C, EL)' the "amplitude" and "frequenoy" 

of whioh are inverady proportional to the value of EL-

Quanti ty F, as we have a.lready pointed out, dete~es the spectral 

. distribution of the ER effeot; in order to find the actual value of ER 

effeot we must multiply F by 
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.6DO 0.500 10.100 

"OMEGR* T 
Fi~. (2.2) Spactraldis.tribution of' f'unc1;ion F" for· various values of Wp.~ 

. . . .. 
end ma teria.ls 0 baying Drude' s model , with· EL = 4. . 
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Fig. (2.3) Spectral distribution ofF for various 

values. of Wp ~ and materials obeying. 

Drude t s model,with e
L 

= 14.· 
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Fig. (2.4) Speotral distribution of F for various values of W·"t . p 

and eL = 24. 
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of Wp7; and eL = 64. 
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Fig. (2.10) Speotral distribution of F for various 
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Fig. (2.11) Speotral distribution of F . for various 
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Fig .. (2.13) Calculated qualitative spectral distribution of the ER effect 

for' ideal' ,oonducting materials; the ER peak occurs in the 

vicinity of the plasma frequency, ( eL = 14). 
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4- q n1 C V 
T =------

where ~ , m;, CL' N are the optioal parameters of a material. 

Rela.xa.tion Time Dependenoe 

The relaxation time is oontained in both the later oonstant term, T , 
and quantity F. So, its ol1a.nges should affect the ER speotrum both in. 

shape and magnitude. The effect of relaxation time on ·the ER speotrum 

is shown in fig. (2.15). As far as the reflectance is ooncerned, the effeot 

of the relaxation time on it, is shown in £ig.(2.16). In this case the 

optioal oonstants of GaAs from.Axe and lIammSl' (1967) have been pioked. 

up to demonstrate the effeot of :degradation of the relaxation time 

from 8.9 to 1.9 x 10-14seo on the shape of the plasma reflection edge 

and the oalculated ER speotrum. 

It is interesting to note the brodening of the ER pea:ks, with 

degrading free carrier relaxation time. This effect has been attributed 

to a number of surfaoe soattering mechanisms, located surface oharges. 

scattering by lattioe vibrations, and scattering from sUrfaoe roughness, 

~ee Molntyre (1973) and Cahan et a1 (1970)], but no quantitative 

explanation. has been given. 

The proposed model, however, gives (for the first time), a quantitative 

explanation of that effeot; the e~eot is explained independently of 

the nature of the scattering mechanism. 
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Fig. (2.15) The effeot of degradation of 'the relaxation 
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on the shape of the plasma edge;free carrier 
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from Axe end Hammer (1967). 
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SN-DOPED GRAS 
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Fig. (2.1·5a) The effect of degradation of the relaxation time from 

8.9:x10-1,4& t~ 1.9:x10-14sin GaAs on the shape of' the 

spectrum of the refractive index, n. 
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Fi,B. (2.16) The effeot of degradation of the relaxation time 
-14 tram 8.9 to 1.9x10 s on the shape of the calculated 

ER speotrum of tin-doped Ga.As. 
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2.3.4.3 Optical Effective Mass Dependenoe 

Information conoerning the effect of changing the effeotive mass, m* 
r ' 

on the ER speotrum can be obtained from £igs.(2.2)-(2.12). 

Careful examination shows that when OJpt: beoomes small, i.e. - 0.6, 

the quantity F beoomes very small, independently of EL • This implies 

that for a given value of relaxation time, F is small when ill re; 
P 

becomes small (OJ p -r; -0.6). Sinoe e L is constant each time , it oan 

be argued that, when the free oarrier density is oonstant, F beoomes 

small when m* beoomes large. r 

The final effeot is further affeoted by the presence of m* in the r 

denominator of the oonstant term , Eq. (2.44) • 

Finally, in the oas e the t Wp 1: is small, for 1: : oons tant , 

m; : oonstant, and. e
L

: constant, or in other words for materials with 

. low-free carrier donsi ty F beoomes relative~ small. 

It is worth noting that for very law free oarrier ooncentrations and in 

speotral regions far enough from the refleotanoeplasma edge, towards 

short wavelengths, the basic assumptions of the present modelbeoome 

invalid, beoause the perturbation depth beoomes large in oomparison with 

the wavelength. The effect is still called eleotro - reflectance, 

although a Franz - Kel~sh - type theory is used for its explanation, 

Cardona, Shaklee and Pollek (1967). Naturally the present model is 

valid in speotra~ regions covering the plasma edge and longer wavelengths. 

The searah has been oarried out by varying (w ~ ) and (UJ-C) 
p 

between 0.6 and 120.0; it was considered that this range covers most of 
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the cases met or to be met in practice, and the most important that the 

oomputer time needed was already considerable. 

2.4 Application of the Model in Thin Films 

-
Expressions for the eleotro-reflectanoe in thin films will be derived. 

Consideration will be given to two experimental configurations used in 

praotioe: a) the External Reflection Spectroscopy (ERS) and b) the 

Internal Reflection Spectroscopy (IRS), Howson, Avaritsiotis and Fox 

(1975), Avaritaiotia MSc Thesis (1974). In the first case the 

electromagnetic. radiation falling onto the·.j film comes from phase 1, 

meets the perturbed interface and immerses into the film, as it is shm'l'n 

in Fig. (2.17). In the second case the electromagnetic waves come from 

phase 3 and immerse into the film to meet the perturbed interface 

between phase 2 and phase 3as it is shown in Fig. (2.1.7). 

The reflectance of the film in both cases is given by Fox, now50nand 

:Einmony(1974) : 

(2.45) 

where: 

(2.46) 

(2.47) 

r 1 .... r 2 exp(-j B) 

1 + r 1 r 2exp(-j:B) 
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and 

The case of normal incidence will be considered. 

2.4.1 External Refleotion Spectroscopy (ERE) 

The Fresnel coefficients for the two interfaoes of Fig. (2.17) are given 

in this case by (Heavens 1965). 

(2.50) 

~ - n 
r = .2. 

2 - . 
:Il2 + n3 

Our aim iD to express the normalized change in refleotance ( AR/R) 

of a film in terms of normalized optical changes oocuring at the interface. 

between phase 1 and phase 2, i. e. in terms of' AR1 / R1 which has 

already been calculated for bulk materials eq.(2.25). and is given by 

From eq. (2.28) we obtain 

+ 
Ar* 

f 

r* f 

The quantities of the right band side of the latter equation can be 

expressed in terms. of AR1 / R1· as it will be shown next. 
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From eqs. (2.46) and (2.47) we obtain renpectively: 

. (2.55) 

Arf Ar1 _ ....... =-------
r f r 1 + r 2 exp(-jB) 

Ar* 
f 

r* f 

Arf =--------
rf +r2 exp(+jB *) 

r~.exp (+j B*) 
-------------o6.r f 
1 +r* r* exp( +j B*) 1. 2 

The latter equations may be written as 

(2.56) 

Where 

(2 • .58) 

-Ar* 
f 

r* f 

A= 

A =---------r 2 
1+ -·exp (-jB) r 1 

A* = --...,.=.;:....----r* 
1 + 2. . exp(+jB*) 

r 1 

• A 

. '" rf r2 exp(+j B ) :;. 
----------- • A 

1 + r1' r2 exp( .. J B~ 

and 
* Art 

A = -----
r* 1 

Substituting eqs. (2.56) and (2.57) into eq.(2.53) we finally obtain, 

(aee Appendix B), 

(2.59) 

where 
Ir21· Ir21 

1. +lrJ· exp (-/3 ) cos et> +2 H jrJ" exp (- /3 ).sinet> 
(2.60) -W1 = 

. ~ Ir21 
1 + - exp (-2 p )"+ 2,-. exp (- fj ).C08 et> 

as r11 



(2.61 ) 

(2.66) 

(2.68) 

Ul1:(~ -~ - n~)'+ 2~ ~ 
R = -----------

9= 

I; = 

(~ - ~ - n~ )+ 2~ ~UJ~ 

2 W d 
Q; 

.02 + 01 -
1 

2.':: d ~ 

I; + ~ 

2 2 2 
(n" - ~) - ~. 
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Expression (2.59) is a general equation for the electro-reflectance of 

thin films, in the case of ERS. It is valid for any thickness and as 

oan be seen £'rom eqs. (2.60) and (2.61) when d = 0, i.e. f3 = ° . 
the expression for on~ interface is obtained. 

The right hand part of Eq. (2.59) oonsists of two main parts:the one in 
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the parenthases whioh regulates the magnitude of the electra-reflectanoe 

etfeot,being a funotion of film properties and thickness,and the one outside 

the parentheses which generates the speotral distribution of the effeot 

and its initial magnitude/being a fUnction of the perturbed optioal 

properties of the interfaoe. 

Eq.(2.59) has been used to oaloulate ER spectra of a great varie~ of 

materials and film thicknesses. For the materials used in these caloulations 

and the range of film thioknesses employed (i.e. 200 - 20,000R ) it was 

found that (W1 - W2) is always positive in the spectral region of the 

plasma e·age. Thus, the polarity of the effect in the vioinity of the 

plasma edge is solely determined by the seoond term existing in the 

right-hand side of Eq.(2.59). 
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2.4.2 Internal Reflection- SpectroBoopY (IRS) 

The Fresnel coefficients for the two interfaces of Fig. (2.18) are given 

b,y (Heavens 1965). 

lJ -~ r 1 = 

~ +~ 
(2.70) 

(2.71) 
~ - n1 

r 2 =. 
~ +n1 

We are seeking an e~esBion for the normalized ohange in reflectance of 

a film in terms of normalized optioal changes ocouring at the interface 

2 with reference to fig. (2.18). 

From eqs.(2.46) and (2.47) we respectively obtain 

(2.72) 

(2.73) 
r* f 

.6r2 exp (-j B) 
= r t +r

2
exp(-j B) -

.6r~ exp (+j B) 
= -.....::-------rr +- r2 exp (+jB) 

- The latter equations may be rewritten as 

(2.74) 

(2.75) 

r 
....l + exp (-j B) 

r 2 

.6r* () _..:::f-., = G* en +j B* 

r* f r* 
r! + exp (+j B*) 

2 

r 1 r 2 exp (-j B). G 

1 + r 1 r 2 exp (-j B) 

rr r~ exp (+j B). G* 

1 + rf r2 exp(+jB*) 
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where 

(2.76) and G* = 
.6r* 2 

r* 2 
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Substituting eqs.(2.74), (2.75) and (2.76) into eq.(2.53) we finally 

obtain, (See Appendix C), 

(2.77) = (Q1 - Q2 ) .[ l>.~ JIllS e"P (- j3 ) 

where 
ATn (_ A ) +.l.:.!L Iri l 
_.,t' t" I r21 oos cl> + 2 Ir

2
1 H sin q, 

(2.78) Q1 = ------...;;,;..-------.-:...-----

(2.79) 
R1 ~ exp(-;.3 ) +lr111r21 oos e +21r111r21 H sine 

Q2 = ---------------......... ---------...... ------
1 + ~ ~ exp (- 2(3) + 21r111r21exp (-/3)00s8 

All the parameters of eqa.(2.78) and (2.79) have been defined previous~. 

In the oase of IRS the magnitude of the eleotra-refleotanoe signal is 

expeoted to be muoh more lower than in the oase of bulk or ERS beoause 

of the expotential term present in the right hand side of eq. (2.77). 

Expression (2.77) is valid for any film - thickness. When 4=O,i. e.j3 =0, 

Eq.(2.77) beoomes similar to eq.(2.25) whioh determines the ER effect in. 

a two-phase system. 

Finally, caloulations according to Eq.(2.77) showed that the quantity 

(Q1-Q2) of the right-hand side is always positive in the spectral region of 

the plasma edge and for film thicknesses from 200 to 20 000 j . , . 
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;.1 Introduotion 

A teohnique using alternating signal processing of the incident radiation 

was used. The optioalmodulation was created and reoorded using the 

following oomponents: 

a) ldght souroe, 

b) Monoohromator,' 

0) Deteotor, 

a) Phase sensitive deteotor and amplifier, 

e) Modulation osoillator, recorder,attenuator, 

and ohopper, 

:1') Modulating unit •. 

The blook diagram of the setup is shown in Fig. (3. 1 ). In the present 

ohapter, the oharaoteristios and the limitations of the individual 

oomponent5 are disoussed. 

3.2 Light Souroe 

The souroe ohoosen was a Nermt glower whioh oonsists' of a mixture of 

rare earth oxides in the form of a rod about 2.5 om long by 3mm 

diameter. It has a negative resistanoe rise with temperature and requires 

pre-heating to reaoh its operating oonditions. The filament was mounted 

in a speoia~ designed asbestos-jaoket whioh reduoed the effects of 

draughts and served as a holder for the heater. The operating temperature 

was about 1900oC. At this temperature the distribution of energy in the 

infrared speotrum is shown in Fig. (3.2). From this figure it is evident 

that whithin the regions 1-2 and 3-12 'miorons the intensity of the 

radiation drops by three orders of magnitude. 
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Fig.C.1)SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF THE APPARATUS 
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Fig. (3.2) Spectral distribution o~ the emission from a Nernst 

glowelr", at about 1900O'C and upon dispersion by a rock salt prism 

according to A.Vasko (1968). Dents on the curve are due to thB 

atmospheric absorption of the radiation. 
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Fig. (3.3) Photograph of the electrolytic modulator used in 

the course of ER measurements. 
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Power to the filament is supplied from a HilBer and Watts Nernst 

Filament Power Supply Unit FL 111, designed to provide a 240 V a.o. 

voltage. 

3.3 Monoohromator 

A Hilger and Watts, D33Q-331 double monoohromator was used; this is a 

plane grating , symmetrical Czerqy - Turner instrument. The required 

wavelength at the exit slit is obtained either manually by rotating 

the grating table with a calibrated wavelength miorometer, or by motor

drive for speotral scanning purposes. Both entranoe"and exit slits were 

provided with a)oalibratedwidth variation over a large range (0-3mm), 

and b) filter holders. 

The luminoait,y (or the output factor) of the monochromator is in general 

proportional to the area of the disperser and the slit-height to focal 

length ratio. Moreover, it inoreases as the square of the slit width, 

(Stweart 1970,p.226), provided that entrance and exit slit widths are the 

same. The diffraction gratings used have a ruled area 52 x 52 mm2• The 

fooal length of the monoohromator is 300mm and the maximum height of the 

slits is 18 mm. 

Three diffraotion gratings were available and used in the course of the 

measurements, covering the speotral regions from 0.67 to 2.0 miorons and 

2.7 to 16.0 miorons, and having blaze wavelengths 1 mioron (600 lines/mm), 

4- miorons (150 lines/mm) and 8 miorons (751ines /mm). 

Filters were used for selective attenuation in order to assist the mono -

ohromator in the purification of radiation. An indium - arsenide infrared 
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filte~ waa used for the speotral region 3.8 to 7 miorons in order to 

reject short wavelength radiation entering the monoohromator. A silioon 

filter was used for the speotral region between 1.3 and 5 miorons. 

Fina.lJ:y an indium antimonide f'il ter was used for the speotral region 

between 7.5 and 16 miorons. 

A simple and inexpensive attaohment to the monoohromator was construoted 

tor accurate reoordingofwavelengths and isdesoribed in Appendix E. 

The use of this attacbment offers the possibilitY of remote wavelength 

monitoring and simultaneous reoording of marks superimposed on the 

reoorded speotrum, and corresponding to predetermined positions of the 

wavelength miorometer .~ Also, it facilitates the use of the mono

obromator when work is carried out in a poorly illuminated room. Its main 

teatures are: a) stable high aocuracy in determining the position of the 

wavelength drum and b) no modification of any part of the monoobromator 

is required. 

The calibration of the wavelength drum was set using the known positions 

ot absorption - lir~ maxima of' tetraohloroet~lene ( 0201
4
), acetonitrile 

(C2H3N), oarbon disulphide (CS2), and chloro~orm (OHC13). Table (3.1) 

summarizes the absorption - line maDma used in our calibration soheme. 

Moreover atmospheric absorption provided a suffioient oheck on the 

accuraoy of the calibration of the wavelength drum. Wavelengths for 

water vapor absorption. were taken trom Buroh et al (1963), and for 

oarbon dioxide absorption from lluroh, Gryvnak and Willius (1962) and 

Gebbie et al (1951). The oarbon dioxide absorption band at 4.27 miorons, 
. 

being partioularily intense, was suitable for quiok ohecks ot the 

oorreotness of the oalibration of the monocbromator during its use. 

Oheoks were also made, at frequent intervals, using a polystyrene sheet 
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exhibiting pronounced absorption peaks in the spectral region between 

3 ~ 4 microns and 6 - 7 microns. 

TABLE (3.1) Calibration Scheme (of+-) 

WAVEL:ENGTH ACRro- TETRACHLORO- CARBON CHLOROFORM· POLYSTYRmE 

Nos. NITRILE ETHYLENE DISULPHIDE CHC1
3 (CSH4)n 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

C2¥ C2C14 CS2 

2.28 4.02 3.56 1.74· 3.303. 

3.34 5.38 4.36 2.39 3.42 

4.36 7.39 4.63 3.32 3.51 

4.44 ·6.61 4.17 6.69 

6.67 6.58 6.88 

6.77 7.39 

(*) For the conversion into wave numbers from wavelengtr~ quoted, 

the following relation holds good: ~ [cm-11::. 1.0000 ,Vasko (1968). 
. ~~~ 

(+) Values quoted have been obtained from: Mecke R. ,and Langenbucner 

F., INFRARED SPECTRA of Seleoted ohemical oompounds,1964. 

All calibration runs were performed at a scanning speed of 0.2 microns/min 

(tor a 150 L I mm grating) in the direction of increasing wavelength, and 

a filter-period ot 3 sec was used. The slit - widths were adjusted each 

time so that a compromise between high signal - to - noise ratio and 

adequate resolution was obtained. The reproducibilit,y of the instrumental 

setting was oheoked .by repeated ~]nn;ng of the same sharp - lined speotrum 

at high signal - to - noise ratio and slow soanning rate and observing 

the magnitude of apparent ohanges (less than 0.05) in positions of the 

line maxima. The rate of recording was slow enough (30 cml min) so that 

the entire deteoting amplifYing and recording system had time to reach a 
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high fraction (say 99%) of the recorded response which would be reached 

in an indefinite13 long time (say 50 times the filter period). 

3.4- Detector 

Two t,ypes of I.R. detectors were used: a pyro - eleotrio deteotor 

and a pneumatic detector. 

~he most commonl3 used figures of merit to describe the characteristics 

of the detector are the Noise Equivalent Power (NEP) and the deteotivity 

(n*); see Nudelman (1962). 

~he NEP is defined as the rms value of the sinusoidal13 modulated 

radiant power falling upon a deteotor which will give an rms signal 

voltage equal to the rms noise voltage from the deteotor. The black 

body temperature of the souroe, the chopping frequency and the eleotrioal 

bandwidth are specified. It is worth noting that the detector performance 

increases as the !-.'"EP··· decreases • 

(3.1) _..;.1_1 
( I:::.f)2 

where H is the rms value of the irradiance fall1Dg onto the detector 

of area A, and VN / Vs is the ratio of the rms noise voltage in the 

bandwidth !::.~ of the rms signal voltage. 

Negleoting surface effeots most detectors exhibit a NEP whioh is 

direot13 proportional to the square root of the deteotor area. 

The deteotivity D* is defined as: 

D* = 
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In the oase of thermal deteotors (pyroeleotrio, Go1ay, bolometers) the 

radiation absorbed oauses their temperature to rise and this produoes 

a ohange in some p~sioal property of the deteotor. They do not require 

cooling and their response is theoretioally independent of wavelength, 

but in praotioe the deteotor window and limitations of available 

blackening materials modify this as sumption. 

. A pyroelectric deteotor oonsists of a ferroe1eotrio or,ystal whioh 

exhibits a spontaneoua eleotrio polarization whioh is temperature 

dependent. The usual method of. oonstruotion is to apply eleotrodos onto 

opposite faoea of a thin slioe of pyroeleotri~ material whioh will then 

behave as a capacitor. If the absorbed radiation inoiden~ on one face is 

varied then the temperature ana henoe the polarisation will also 

fluotuate. This will induoe oharge on the e1eotrodes whioh will appear 

as a voltage when measured by high impedanoe voltmeters; Ho1eman (1972), 

Blaokburn and Wright (1970), C~oweth (1956). 

The Golay oel1 oonsists of a small oavity oontaining a gas suoh as xenon 

or helium at low pressure. Radiation is absorbed by a speoia1~ designed 

membrane and heats the gas. Part of the oavity wall is a flexible diaphragm, 

silvered on the outside, whioh is distorted when the gas pressure ohanges 

and defleots a beam of light shining on a photooell. A small ohange in 

incident radiation oauses a large ohange in photooell output; Golay (1947), 

(1947) and (1949). 
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;,.4.1 Pyro - eleotrio Detector 

A trig~oine sulphate (T.G.S.) pyroelectric IR deteotor type No 

PSC222 was used at the early stages of our series of experimental 

studies. The PSC222 is made by Plessey Co Ltd and the complete unit 

consists of a sensitive element with a low noise preamplifier and a 

standard 709 operational amplifier output stage. 

However the relative~ low detectivity, D* , (500K,10,1) 5x108cmHz~-1 
( -1~- -~b N.E.P. 4x10 \Yatt'H~ lUiotated the use of a more sensitive and low 

noise infrared detector having a broadband spectral response. 

3.4.2. Golay Detector (IR5ol 

This unit contains the pneumatic head, the optical amplifier and a solid 

state amplifier. It is made by PYE UNICAM Ltd and is provided with 

\ a potassium bromide window 6mm thick which limits its wavelength range 

between 0.4 and approximate~ 25 microns. The sensitivity with KEr 

·6· / window is 3x10 Volts Watt and the HEP at a black body temperature 

of 500'1c, chopping frequency of 11 Hz and bandwidth of 1 Hz is 

7x10-11 watts. Its maximum- overload input is 2x10-3 watts approximately, 

corresponding to an output of 7 Volts approximately. It is worth noting 

that the detector was never saturated in the course of our experimental 

studies. 

The main handicap of the detector was. its limited low frequency response 

and its sensitivity to a) vibrations in the range of 0.1 to 100 Hz 

through microphoDiY, and b) draughts. 
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The optioal modulation system between the pneumatio head and the photo -

deteotor provides an.initial gain and relative~ high signal level whioh 

is f'urther ampli:f'ied by 8; 8uooeedmg eleotronio amplifier whioh is 

oontained in the deteotor housing. 

A power unit supplies two output&, one being 24V/5mA supply to the 

signa] amplifier. The L.E.D. supply (2-3V 0.25 A) has a high degree of 

ourrent stabilization and a preset. current control, wrJLoh is initia~ 

adjusted at a standard deteotor unit temperature. Thereafter the supp~ 

--eJ;m;nates mainavariationa. and L.E.D. impedance ohanges. A thermistor 

in the detector unit oonpensates for light output changes with temperature. 

3.5 Amplifier and Phase Sensitive Detector 

The amplifier used was a Brookdeai ORTEC preoision A.C.·amplifier, model 

452. This model is a general purpose ·A.C. instrumentation amplifier 

incorporating a low - noise preamplifier, buffered high and lou pass 

filters, and line reject filter. Its 100 dB gain is obtained by five 20dB 

gain blooks one of which is an aotive filter. The amplifier proved unstable 

at high gain positions ( ,... 50 dB) when the I::. R signal was measured. 

The phase sensitive deteotor used was made by Brookdeal ORTEC, model 9412. 

The use of a phase sensitive deteotor was neoessar.1 because the signal 

due to refleotivity changes was buried in noise. 

3.6 Modulation Osoillator, Recorder, Attenuator and Chopper 

A SERVQMEX waveform generator, type L.F.141, supplied the modulating 

voltage to the modulating unit and the referenoe input of the phase 
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sensitive detector. ' 

The output signal of the phase sensitive detector was recorded with the 

aid of a GOERZ - ELECTRO (SERVOSCRIBE) pen recorder. A Brookdeal (ORTEC) 

light chopper, type 9479 was usedfor the measurements of the reflectivity 

of the samples. The chopping frequency was selected to be 13Hz. A signal 

attenuator also used in the course of reflectivity measurement's, when the 

detector output was too high for the phase sensitive detector (max. input 

aignal 3V p-p). 

3.7 Operating Parameters 

It is generally difficult and time consuming to record IR spect~a at 

low signal levels. Additional noise - problems, however, arise in the 

case of ER measurements'because the A.C. signal due to reflectivity 

changes, generally is superimposed on a considerab~ larger D.C. signal 

which is the unmodulated percentage ( ~ 99.%) of the radiation intensity 

\ falling onto the detector. 

The Golay pneumati~ detector ia photon-noise limited. The rms fluctuations,. 

i, in the electrical bandwidth, I1f, and a detector area, A , is given 

~peris (1965)]: 

~ where 11 n ,the mean square fluctuation (in photons) of wavelength 

falling onto the detector area, is pr~portional to the average number 

of photons. 

Consequent~, although the unmodulated component of the radiation falling 
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onto the deteotor is not" seen" ., generates considerable noise whioh 

depends on the mean nUmber of photons falling onto the deteotor per unit 

time and area. In other words the amount of noise depends on the unmodu-

lated radiation intensi~ falling onto the detector area. 

Since the A.C. signal is proportional to the radiation intensity, the 

signal - to - noise ratio is proportional to the square root of the 

light intensity. Thus, an increase of the radiation intensity (by increasing 

the souroe temperature and I or widening the slits of the monoohromator) 

does not induoe oonsiderable improvement of the signal - to - noise ratio, 

(SIN), and thus an additional way of improving SiN must be sought. 

It is worth noting that Johnson noise is present in the appa~atua, oaused 

by the random movement of eleotrons in the deteotor and assooiated circuitry .. 

Johnnon noise is determined from the formula (Jamieson et al 1963): 

where e
J 

is the Johnson noise voltage of the output of the deteoting 

system, T is the temperature of operation, R is the output resistanoe 

of the deteoting system, k is. ~oltzmann' s oonstant and ~ f - is the 

frequenoy bandwidth of the noise spectrum. 

Inspeotion of relations (3.3) and (3.4) shows that both photon and Johnson 

noise oan be potentially deoreased by narrowing the bandwidth of the noise 

speotrum. 
. 

Phase sensitive deteotion is a method of implementing the latter way of 

improving SiN. A phase sensitive detector extraots a signal from noise 

by multip~ the signal input voltage with a referenoe and then filtering 
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the produot with a filter of time oonstant To. The overall filter 

oharacteristio given by the system is that of a filter oentered on the 

referenoe frequenoy whoae noise - equivalent bandwidth is 

[L\fl oC. ~o 

So, SiN can be improved employing relativeJJ large time constants for the 

phase sensitive detector. The time constant of the model 9412 is variable 

from·10ns to 100s and therefor the ba."(\o\.wLci.th _ can be varied between 

25Hs and 0.0025 Hz aocording to its specifications. 

It is interesting to note that although an initial amplifioation of the 

input signal does not :improve the SiN, it is required in our case to 

make the reoovar.y of the ER signal more sensitive. In other words th~ 

magnitude of the ER signal, whioh is buried in noise, must be inoreased 

by amplifioation in order to make it greater than the "minimum detectable" 

(by phase sensitive detector) input voltage, whioh is taken as the signal 

level whioh gives rise to a pad output voltage equal to the maximum D.C. 

errors due to out - ot - phase rejection or temperature changes. 

However, the use of large To is limited by the scanning speed of the 

monochromator which eventually is determined by the r.p.m. ot the motor 

which rotates the wavelength drum. So, having: a motor with 1 r.p.m. and 

gratings with charaoteristioa given in previous paragraphS, as well as 

the intention to reoord an ER speotrum in a logical period of time, it 

was deoided to employ a signal averaging teohnique instead of inoreasing 

the p.s.de's time oonstant by adding external oapaoitanoes. 
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According to the latter technique the same signal is recorded repetitive~ 

by scanning and resoanning the same spectral region. S is added 

arithmetioa1~ and is proportional to the number of scans, m , whereas 
1 

the noise, N , tends to cancel itself and is proportional to m2• Thus, 
.:t 

SIN is proportional to m2 and the quality of ER spectrum is improved 

specially in the spectral regions where the rad.1.ation intensity is 

relatively low. 

The ideal solution in this case is to use an on-line mini-computer. 

In our case,how9ver, the average values of a large number of sets of 

experimental points were obtained by averaging a large number of ER 

spectra from the same sample under similar conditions, point - by point ! 

Fortunate~, this technique was ecployed for the lower ER values and 

in tho case of Internal reflection Spectroscopy only. A number of 25 

suocessive scans was employed for each sample. 

The SiN can be further improved by increasing the modulating electric field 

applied on the surface cf the sample. The electric field, however, can 

not be increased over certain "la,lues (depending on the nature of the con

figuration used) because the modulating unit may be damaged. 

Finally, background - radiation noise, depending on the temperatures, 

emissivities, and geometry of the items" seeing" by the deteotor, was 

present. 

3.8 Modulating Unit 

This part is the 11 heart" of experimental setup since it is the unit 

where the changes of reflectivity are induced by the applioationof a high 
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eleotrio field on the surface of the sample. 

3.8.1 Introduotion 

The high values of eleotrio fields (,.... 105 - 1 06 Volts / om), required to 

:induoe the optioal properties: of the surfaoe of the samples are usually 

obtained by creating a surfaoe ~otential barrier , the eleotrio field 

of whioh is direoted normaIo/to the reflecting'surface. 

A periodio ohange of a voltage across the terminals of the modulating 

unit generates a periodioally changing electrio field which fina~ 

modulates the reflectivit,y of the sample-surfaoe. The exaot fraotion of 

the potential drop acoross the surface barrier generally. is a oomplicated 

funotion of various parameters. A measurement, however, of the surfaoe -

barrier oapaoitanoe establishes the relationship between the external 

voltage and generated electrio field. 

~ The methods which have been used ,in the course of our studies, to create 

a surfaoe potential barrier are disoussed in the following sections. 

3.8.2 Dr,y - sandwioh Modulator 

Aooording to this teohnique an eleotrio field is applied on the surfaoe 

ot the sample by means of a semitransparent eleotrode opposite the sample; 

the spaoe between oan be tilled with a transparent material of high 

dielectrio constant. 

This technique was unsuoo9ssf'UUlyemployed during the first stages of our 

experiments. The film under investigation was oovered with a film of ZnS 

( ,.... 3000R) and a film of· Al - mesh was evaporated on the top. This dry . 
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sandwioh needed a rather high voltage ( '" 50 volts) in order to .create 

an adequate electric· field on the sample surface, beoause of its lon 

oapaoitance, (less than 100 p F). 

In the case of antimony films the dry sandwiohwas fabricated in a dii'f'erent 

way. The methods of oreating anodic oxide films on antimony are rather 

well established. Oxide film growth occurs in 0.1 M solution of H2S04 ' 

for example, when the anode potential rises above '" 60 v [see 

stook and Pur~ (1957), Norakidze et al (1969), Solov'eva et al (1970), 

St,yrkas (1969), Ammar and Saad (1971),(1972), and finally Girginov ana 

Ikonopisov (1974) ] • 

So, antimony films evaporated on glass substrates held at 2800 0 were 

anodically oXidized so that a surface oy-ide film ( ,..., 500 j thick) was 

created. Unfortunately most· of the sandwiches were short - circuited 

after the deposition of the top semitransparent electrode (AI - mesh). 

The same type of dry sandwiches was oonstructed for various films 

deposited onto NaCl suDstrates, for internal reflection spectrosoopy. 

Due to the inability of the experireental setup to detect the reflectivity 

ohanges induoed by the previously described modulating units, a more 

powerful way of modulation was sought. 

3.8.3 Eleotrolytio Modulator 

At the early stages of these experiments aqueous eleotrolytes'were used 

in eleotrolytiocells desoribed by Fox (1974),and Avaritsiotis(1975). 

It was discovered, however, that antimony films evaporated onto glass 

and silioon s~bstrates held at approximately 28000 were dissolved into 

the eleotrolyte even without the application of a voltage between the 
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Sb film (working eleotrode) and pt wire (oounter eleotrode). 

Systematic stu~ of the cause of the effeot showed that atmospheric oxygen 

dissolved in the distilled water used for the preparation of the aqueous 

electro~es (with Na2S04) was' responsible for the dissolution of Sb thin 

films. 

It is interesting to note that no one"to the best of our knowl.edge,has 

reported,the observation of· a similar effect posaib~ because ever,ybo~ 

is dealing with bulk samples of antimony. 

The method adopted for the purifioation of the electrolyte from dissolved 

oJlYgen was typically: The eleotrolyte was purified in a specially designed 

bubbler, where oxygen was helped to diffuse into an oxygen - free nitrogen 

atmosphere and was subsequently driven out of the devioe in a stream of 

nitrogen. Purification periods of two weeks were neoessary in order to 

prevent Sb films from dissolving into the eleotrolyte •. 

Unfortunately, the use of aqueous electrolytes was abadoned although cell 

capaoitanoes of the order of 25 ~F/cm2 were measured, beoause the 

continuous applioation of more than 0.2 Volts oaused dissolution of the 

Sb films. 

3.8.3.1 Non - aqueous Eleotrolytes 

A feasibility study showed that our requirements, i.e. a)high oonduotivity, 

b) high {more than 8~ transmittivity in the speotral region of interest 

(0.5 - 15 miorons), c) high limiting anodic and cathodic potentie.ls and, 
. 

d) medium dielectrio constant (2-30), were met by the following nonaqueous 

electro~es: 

1) Aoetoni trile {ALDRICH CHEMICAL Co Ltd) , 
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2) Carbon tetraohloride (FISONS SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS Ltd), 

3) Carbon disulphide (lIDH CHD4ICAIS Ltd). 

Aoetonitrile may be used alone although serves as an exoellent solvent 

for some inorganio salts (Mann, 1969, Billon 1960). Both' anodie: and 

cathodic limiting currents apparently are caused by discharge of the 

supporting electro~tes. Supporting electrolytes used with carbon 

tetrachloride and carbon disulphide to reduce the electrolyte's resistance; 

NaC104 (sodium perchlorate) bought from HOPKIN .AND WILLIAMS LTD, and 

XN0
3 

(potassium nitrate) bought from FISONS SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS LTD. 

Both the latter absorb strongly at approximate~ 9 microns onlyj[Mecke 1965} 

However, aoetonitrile's transm~ivity at long wavelengths la reduced by 

the appearence of absorption bands. So, acetonitrile was used in the spectral 
~ 

region of 1-3 microns, and Carbon tetraohloride was ma~ used for the 

ER measurements, in the spectral region 2-10 miorons. Carbon disulphide 

'I., was used a few times only beoause of its high toxioity, although its 
! 

transmitiitvity is, extreme~ high (9S%) in the speotral regions between 1-4.3 

4.8 - 6.2, and 7.4 - 11 miorOnSj[Mecke and Langenbuoher 1965]. 

3.8.3.2 Solid Eleotrolytes 

Our oriteria for the nature of the ,eleotrolyte were'met by the so~oalled 

solid eleotrolytes. Solids like Ag614W04 (Takaha.shi et al 1973), 

A~X - AgI - HgI2 (Takahashi et al 1973), La.F3 (L~ et aI, 1973), 

AS2HgI4 (Weil and Laws on 1964), RbAS4I S (Rossi et al 1969, Sorosati 1973, 

Sorosati et al 1971, Kennedy et al 1973) ,Silver - Halide (Raleigh 1971 .. , 

Foley 1969) ,AgBr (Kennedy and Chen 1968' and 1969, Hull and Pilla 1971) , 
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. -1 -1 -1 
show ionic conductivities. up to 10 ohm. cm and have very high 

.' . 
concentrations of mobile species (more than 10 mol/l). 

Armstrong et al (1970,1973,1974) have reported large double layer capaci

tances for AgBr and Ag at room temperature (,... 5 ~F/cm2). Also, their 

tran2mittance is about 74% over the spectral region 0.45 - 35r~.The 

melting point of silver bromide (AgBr) in particular is 4320 C although 

it starts becoming fairly soft ~hen its temperature exceeds 1000 C, 

(BDH Crystran, crystal products data sheet). Two polished AgBr crystal 

windows ~ "Dia x 2 mm thick grown by BDH Chemicals Ltd, were used in the 

course of our experiments. Film deposition on their·optically polished 

faces was excluded because of their low melting point. Thus, polished bull: 

Sb and GeTe were brought in direct mechanioal contaot on both sides of 

eachAgBr window. Unfortunate~ the overall oapaoitances measured were(~pF), 

smaller than the ones published by Armstrong and Mason (1973) mainly 

because of the nature of the metal - electrolyte interface of our 

configuration. Additionally, silver migration was observed after one Tocek, 

having as a result the complete damage of the unit. 

Finally, the catholic: use of non-aqueous electrolytes was decided, for 

their advantages ~hich have been alrea~ discussed, and a special electro-

lytic cell was built. 

3.8.3.3 Cell - configuration 

A redistribution of charge carriers ~curs at the interface of a solid 

in contact with an electro~te. On the solution side, the depths of the 

redistribution from the surfaoe depends on the nature and the ooncentration 

of the electrolyte, and it extends up to 1 micron into the solution. This 
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redistribution of oharge oarriers behaves like an eleotrioal oapaoitor 

(Bookris and Reddy 1970), and is divided, for desoriptive purposes, into 

the Helmholz layer, whioh is the loousof the eleotrioal oenter of 

adsorbed ions on the surfaoe, and the diffu.$e or ~cGouy - Chapman layer 

which extends into the solution, (MaaArthur 1974, Reeves 1974). 

On the solid side, the extent of the redistribution depends on the 

concentration of the free oharges. 

A wide range of techniques has been employed to measure the oapaoitanoe 

of the solid - eleotrolyte interfaoe. The simplest uses A.C. bridge methods 

employing Weat stone bridges; in our oase the Marooni TF2700 bridge was used. 

The e1eotrolytio oel1 used is shown in Fig. (3.3).' The same cell was used 

for both internal and external ref1eotion speotrosoopy.Fig.(3.4) shows 

a sohematic of the oell in the case of IRS and Fig. (3.5) shows a schematic 

ct the cell in the oase of ERS • 

. The potential - sweep method has been used to determine the presenoe 

ot e1eotroaotive oontaminants. In this method the potential of the working 

e1eotrode is changed linearlY as a funotion of time. The ourrent flowing 

in the e1eotrode is monitorned. Atlow sweep speeds (less than 10 mV/seo) 

a stea~ - state oondition is approaohed and the ourrent is determined ~ 

- reactions at the e1eotrode ocouring at the immediate potential; current 

peaks in the I-V curve manifest the presenoe of reacting speoies, (Kuta 

1972). Fig.(3.6) shows a typical I-V curve which shows that no reaotion 

was taken place on the working electrode (thin film). 

. 2 
Typica.l values for. the eleotrolytic cell capacitance are 0.1 - 0 • .3 F/m 

depending on the nature of the electro~te and the cell configuration • 

.. 
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4 

Pig. (3.4) ELEC!ROLYTIC CELL :1.Thin. film, 2.NaCl substrate, 3.pt oounter 

electrode, 4.Stainless steel, 5.Ceramio Insulator, and 

6. Eleotrical contaot to thin film., 7.Neoprene 0 - ring. 

lR [~J 

4 

Fig.(3.S) ERS. 1.Sample, 2.NaCl window, 3.Ft electrode,4.Stainlesa steel 

5.Ceramio insulator, 6.Au - oontaot, 7.Glass substrate, and 

8.Teflon·oylinder.The distanoe between NaCl window and sample, 

was variable (0.4mm - 5mm). 
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3.9 ER - measurement Procedures 

~o measurements were obtained at ea oh wavelength:one oorresponding to 

the ohange of refleotanoe due to the applioation of e1ectrio field on the 

surface of the sample.and a second one oorresponding to the near normal 

( ..... 100
) refleotivity of the sample. 

The :first· measurement was obtain'ed using a reference signal from the signal 

generator, whereas the seoond measurement was obtained using the reference 

, signal from the ohopper. It is worth noting that the ohopper was out of 

operation during the first measurement in order not to introduce additional 

(considerable) noise. 

Veasurements of relative reflectanoe were also performed ~ the spectral 

r~gion around the refleotanoe plasma edge. The reflectivi~J spectrum of 

each sample was recorded before the ER measurements using the UUICkY. SF 

200 IR spectrophotometer, so that a quiok check of the spectral positio~ 

of the plasma edge was performed. The relative reflectance of the same 

sample was measured, after the oourse of ER measurements, by comparing 

the reflectivit,y of the sample to the reflectivity of the freshly deposited 
, 

A1-film approximately 6000 R thiok, (Burtin, 1964). The agreement between 

the results obtained using the UIUCAM m speotrophotometer and our experi-

mental setup was very good. 

3.10 Thin Film FabrioationTeohniques 

. 
Various methods have been employed to fabrioate thin films suitable for 

the stuqy of ER effeots. Thermal evaporation from asymetrio oven - type 

point souroe was used for the evaporation of GeTe films. A similar 
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Fi6.(3.6) T,ypioal I-V curve for acetonitrile. Similar curves were 

obtained for carbon tetrachloride and carbon disulphide. 

Fig.(3.7) Photograph of the vacuum plant used for the fabrication of 

Sb and GeTe films. It has been modified in order to fabricate 

Sn - doped In203 films ~ activated reactive sputtering. 
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teohnique was used for the fabrication of SnTe films. Fig.(3.7) is 

a photograph of the apparatus used to evaporate GeTe. ' This unit was 

later modified in an attompt to fabricate tin-doped indium oxide films 

by reactive sputtering. SnTe films were fabricated in a different vacuum 

plant which was previous~ used for the coating of substratea with Au 

islands, with the aid of an electron gun (Avarit siotis 1974). 

3.10.1 Antireflection Coatings 

" 
A third coating unit was used, in the initial stages, for the fabricat ion 

of antireflection coatings on silicon substrates. Zinc sulfide s ll1g1e 

ooatings were evaporated from V-shaped tantalum heaters (Rood 1951), 

onto Si substrates held at room temperature and suspended 25 cm above the 

tantalum heater. The approximate value of the coating thickness VTas 

monitored by a simple optical system incorporatD1g a tungsten light 

source and a Schottky - barrier photodiode. 

A single - layer antireflection coatL~ is the s~plest both t heoreti cally 

and experimentally. If light is incident at normal incidence onto a 

transparent massive medium coated with a single tl'ansparent layer, the 

reflected amplitude is given by 

(3.6) 

where 

r + r e -2 j <1>1 
1 2 

r = -~-----2~. '":'",-
1 + r r e- J ~1 

1 2 

<1>1 = 2 ~ n1 d/ A • The thiclmess of the layer is d1 and 

~ is the wavelength in the same units as d1• If the reflectance is to 

be zero, eq.(3.6) yields (Cox and Hass 1964): 
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(3.8) 

These simultaneous equations yield two solutions. If' 2 ·<t>1 equals an 

even multiple of' n , then n = n ,(where n and n are the o sos 

retractive indices of the surrounding medium and substrate respectively). 

This is a. trivial case • The more :iJnportant solution is that for which 

2 • <t>1 equals an odd multiple of iT and 2 n1 = n • n • Thus, if o s 

no F ns the necessary and sufficient conditions for zero reflectance 

are: 

(3.9) 

(3. 10) 

= n • n o s 

, m = 1,2,3, ••• 

Dl! was ohoosen to be ono (one quarter wavelength t hi ck l ayer) • 

Zim sulphide ( n ~ 2) was used in our case because its refractive index 

was very close to t he value indicated by eq. (3.9) for n = 1 and 
o 

ns=3.46(Si). Final~, the required thickness,in order to obtain minimum 

reflectance in the spectral region of 12 microns oan be oalculated from 

eq. (3.10) for m = 1. 

3.10.2 Antimogz Films 

Poly-crystalline antimo~ films were prepared in the apparatus shown in 

FiE. (3.7). They exhibit optical properties similar to the ones reported 

by Howson et al (1974). Figs.(3.8) and (3.9) show S.E.M. photographs 
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• 

I 0.75J,Jrn 

Fig.{3.8) SEM photograph of a thermally evaporated Sb film, 5500 K 

thick, deposited onto glass sUbstrate at 270oC. 

I 0.75J,Jm 

Fig. 0. 9) SEM photograph of a thermally evaporated Sb film t 6000 X 

thiok, deposited onto glass substrate held at 280°C. 
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of two Bb, films prepared at different substrata temperatures. 

Attempts to measure ER effeots in antimony films in the speotral 

region between 12-15 miorons (where the refleotanoe plasma edge o,oours) 

were unsuooessful beoa.use of the very Imv :ER signal expeoted and the 

ver,y low radiation intensity available in the speotral region of 10-15 

miorons. 

3.10.3 Activated Reaotive Sputtering 

The synthesis of' Sn - doped ~03 was sought by activated reaotive 

sputtering, (Grossklaus and Bunshan 1975). The proe ess involves the 

introduotion of a plasma between the evaporant souroe a.~d the sUbstrate. 

It enhanoes the probability of a reaotion taking plaoe by aotivating or 
, 

ionizing the eyaporant atoms and I or the gas. The vacuum plant shown in 

Fig. (3.7) was used for that purpose. Similar teohniques have been reoent~ 

used by variousresearoher~ to synthesize Ta oxide films ~7estwood et 

aI, 1975) and Tungsten films (Tisone and Bindell, 1974). The idea. is to 

create a high - plasma current density ( '" 0.2 A/cm2) by confining the 

plasma with an eleotrical~ floating p~sical enolosure and maintain 

it independent~ of the target and substrate, by maintaining a current 

- between a thermionie cathode and anode. Ions are extraoted from the 

plasma through openings by applying a negative bias to the target (Sn:In) 

supersimposed on a ~F. signal applied between target and substrate. 

In that,way ions (O~ are acoelerated onto the target and sputter 

target atoms and I or oxidized target. atoms towards the substrate located 

opposite the target. The sputtered atoms pass through the plasma and are 

likely to react with (O~ present. 

However there was not time to oomplete this project, although it seems 

to be very promising. 
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CHAPTER 

ELECTRO - REFLECTANCE m POLYCRYSTALLINE GeTe FIUdS 
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4. 1 Introduction 

Pol3'-crystalline GeTe films exhibit p-type metallic conductivity (Tsu , 

Howard, and Esaki, 1968). The conductivity is duo to high carrier (hole) 

ooncentration (_1020 ,...., 1021 om-3) and is oonsidered to be the result 

ot Ge vacancies in the GeTe lattioe (Mazelsky and Lubell, 1963, Wooley 

and Niooli~, 1965). It has been shown by Tau·et al (1968) that the 

optioal effeotive mass, m , shows a pronounced dependenoe upon oarrier . r 

ooncentration. Bahl and Chopra (1969) showed that the observed high 

free oarrier oonoentrationin pol3'-crystalline GeTe films oan be 

changed ~ varying the substrate temperature. 

FinaJ.l3', the ref'l.eotivi ty speotrum of the pol3'-crystalline films exhibit 

a well defined edge at the plasma resonanoe frequenoy oorresponding to 

a wnvelength of about 3 to 5. J.L m. 

All these properties make GeTe suitable for the present ER measurements. 

The sharpness of its plasma edge due to relatively high optical mobility 

(about 100 om2/V.seo) promises large electroreflectanoe signaJ.s. 

Moreover, the possibility of shifting the plasma. edge by ohanging the 

ooncentration of Ge vacancies, during the fabrioationprooess, offers 

the possibility of studying the ER effeot, in the vioinity of the 

reflectance plasma. edge, over a rather wide spectral region. 

4.2 Film Fabrioation 

. Germanium telluride fil:1s of thickness ranging between 200 A· and 3 miorons· 

were prepared by thermal evaporation of prefabrioated germanium telluride, 

from an asymmetrio oven-~e point souroe. The films were deposited onto 
o 0 

the substrates et deposition rates var,ying from about 100 Alsec to 300l/seo 
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as was oaloulated from film thiokness and deposition time. The deposition 

rate was controlled by the ourrent passing through the evaporant source. 

Typioally, the souroe was brought up to a temperature of approximately 

7500 C, (GaTe melts at about 7250C,HoHugh and Tiller 1960), 

and material was evaporated for more than thirty seoonds with the shutter 

·olosed, in order to allow for the melting of the material in the oven -

type source. The shutter was then opened for periods of t~me varying from 

a few seoonds to several minutes. In the mean time the evaporation ohamber 

was continuously pumped to maintain a pressure of less than 1 x 10-5 torr. 

The films were depOSited on properly oleaned glass substrates and frashly 

polished NaCl cr.ystals. The substrates were maintained at temperatures 

ranging from room temperature to 2800c by means of a feedback controlled 

heating source. At the end of a deposition pe~iod the shutter was closed 

and the substrates were allowed to 0001 to room temperature before to be 

taken out of the vacuum chamber. 

~. The material used for the fabrication of the.films was prepared by vacuum : 

melting of various proportions of the elements of high purity. Germanium 

ingots 99.999% from KOCH-LIGHT LABORATORIES Ili'D and tellurium lump 

99.9% from the BRITISH DRUG HOUSES LTD were used. The proportions of the con

stituents were varied (5-10%) around the 50.61 a/o Te and 49.39 e.jo Ge, 

of stoiohiometrio GeTe , Hansen (1958),Elliot (1965),and Shunk (1969). 

4. 3 Film Struoture 

When the substrate temperature was held below 150°C the evaporated films 

exhibited an amorphous struoture and behavedoptioally like dieleotrics; 

It was also found that the deposition temperature below of whioh the 

amorphous phase was obtained was independent of the substrate nature 
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(e.g. glass,NaCl); this is in agreement with Bahl's (1969) results. 

An amorphous GeTe film can be transformed to a poly-crystalline one 

it it will be annealed to temperatures above the so-called transformation 

temperature, whioh in this case and for films thicker than 300 R is 

approximately 150°C. Bahl and Chopra (1969) found that the transformation 

temperature significantly depends on film thickness for f~lms thinner 

than about 300 R, increasing linearly ~th decreasing film thiokness. 

It is worth noting the absence of ageing effects after the transformation. 

This implies that GeTe films crysta.llize homogeneously throughout the 

film. 

Crystalline films were, however, obtained when the substra.te tempera.ture 

was kept above 1500 C. With increasing subsiirs;te temperature pnr"tially 

oriented structure was obtained. Fig. (~1) shows the eleotron diffraction 

pattern of a 200R thiok poly-crystalline GeTe film deposited on a glass 

substrate at 280°C. The nature of the pattern gives evidence (Heavens 

\ 1970, p.27) that partial orienta.tion ocoured at that deposition 

temperature. Fig. (4-.2) is an eleotrontranso.ission photograph of tho 

same film showing that at that thickness the film wa.s oontinuous with 

an average grain size of about 0.1 miorons. 

- A good deal of trouble was encountered in the early experiments beoause 

the use of medium substrata temperatures (about 2000C), although yielding 

high oarrier conoentratio~, did not give high optioal mobilities, and 

oonsequently films exhibiting sharp plasma edges, when the films were 

deposited on glass substrates. 

AlBo at temperatures above 2800c germanium telluride films did not deposit 

, 

- I 
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Fig. (4.1) Electron diffraction pattern of a 200 R 

polYc~stal1ine GeTe fi~ 

~4~m 

Fig.(4.2)Electron transmission photograph (5OK) of 

the GeTe film &hown in Fig. (4.1). 
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on the substrates due to thermal re-evaporation of the material. In order 

to improve the film grain size by increasing the deposition 

temperature above 2800c the glass substrates were precoated with 

gold islands. This technique was first introduced by Dutton and Muller 

in (1971) and was .subsequently e~ployed byOkuyama et al in (1974) $ in 

order to fabricate large grain tellurium films on glass substrates. 

They found that the presence of Au islands prevents tellurium from 

re-evaporation at high substrate temperatures. 

The process of ooating glass with gold islands was as follows:Gold was 

evaporated onto glass substrates held at room temperature from an. 

electron-gun source. The very thin films of gold (40-501 ) obtained in 

that way were subsequently annealed·· at 2600C in order to oreate 

oompletely isolated.Au islands, Avaritsiotis (1974). The film thiokness 

was estimated trom the colour of the film in reflected light; the yellow

green oolours observed when white light was incident on the gold films 

from the glass substrate side $ oorrespond to film thioknesses between 

40 - 50 g , [Heavens (1954), p. 169].Germanium telluride films 1000 j -

3000 1 thiok were subsequently .deposited on the preooated subatrates et 

about 3000 C with a deposition rate ot about 100 j{seo. The obtained films 

had a grain size similar to the one presented in Fig. (4.2). but showed 

a muoh sharper refleotion plasma edge (anA" =20!oe",)in the vicinity of 

3 miorons. 

4.4 Optical Properties of Poly-o£1stalline GeTe Films -

The optical properties of poly-cr,ystalline germanium telluride films 

were the same whether the films were obtained initially by depositing on 

o a aubstate held above 150 C or subsequently by the transformation of 
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the amorphous film by heat treatment. 

All the films exhibiting plasma edges in the speotral region of 3.5-5 

miorons were prepared from pre-fabrioated ingots ot GaTe, contai.ning 

49.39 ~o Ge and 50.61 Te, b.Y changing the deposition temperature each 

time. It was found that by varying the substrate temperature between 

2000C and 2800 C, films were obtained exhibiting plasma edges lying at 3.5 

ana. 4.8 miorons respeotively, as shown in Table (4.1). 

TABLE (4.1) Optioal Properties of Poly-orystalline GaTe 

Substrate 

tsmperature (oC) 

200 

220 

240 

260 

270 

280 

Films Evaporated onto Glass Substrates. 

Plasma wavelength 

(microns) 

3.5 

3.8 

4.1 

4.5 

4.7 

4.8 

Relaxation Time 

(x 10-14seo) 

0.3 

0.4 

0.6 

0.7 

0.8 

0.9 

The data. presented in Table (4.1) were obtained employing the oomputer 

program analysed in Appendix D and using refleotance data of germanium 

telluride films about 3000 j thiok, deposited onto glass substrates. The 

values obtained and presented in Table(4.1) are in good agreement with 

the experimental results of Bahl and Chopra (1969). 
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Also, Table (4.1) shows that the free carrier relaxation time decreases 

with substrate temperature , as it is natural~ expeoted, due to the 

dependence of film grain size on deposition temperature; smaller grain 

sizes are generally obtained with decreasing ~~bstrate temperature; 

because of a decrease in surface mobilit,r of adatoms and because the 

substrate does not provide the activation energy required for the adatoms 

to take up a suitable position. 

Moreover the gradual decrease in the plasma frequency Q) = 21rc Ix p p 

with increasing substrate temperature implies a deorease of the effeotive 

free carrier (hole) oonoentration. This suggests a reduotion in Ge 

v4Canoies, which act as aooeptors, with decreasing substrate temperature, 
, , 

or in other words an increas,e of the number of tellurium atoms in the 

GeTe film. 

When the 8ubstrate temperature incre~ses, the deposition of Te is general~ 

di:f'ficult because of the high vapor pressure of the material. So, the 

method of adjusting the vallle of the free carrier density by varying the 

substrate temperature was not suitable for the fabrication ot po~-: 

orystalline GeT,e films exhibiting sharp refleotion plasma edges in the 

vicinity of 3 miorons, beoause the obtained films, exhibit relatively low 

optioal mobilities (about 100m2 I V. seo ), resulting from, the low 

substrate temperature. 

It was found that when a glass substrate is predeposited withAu islands, 

it is possible to deposit poly-crystalline GeTe films at elevated 

substrate temperatures, thus obtaining films which exhibit relative~ 

sharp plasma edges in the vioinity of 3 microns (low concentration or-

Ge vaoancies). 
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This can be attributed to the fact that Au islands prevent re

evaporation of Te at elevated substrate temperatures (about 290°C) 

as has been shown by O~ama et al (1974) nnd (1975). 

, 

Several po~-crystalline germanium telluride films of about the same 

thiolmess (3000 R ) exhibiting plasma edges at the vicinity of 3.5 J1. m, 

prepared according to the previouslY mentioned techniques; germanium 

telluride films evaporated onto,Au-predeposited glass substrates held at 

270°0 exhibit both comparative~ high c·arrier relaxation times 

( ,..., 0.6 x 10:"14sec) and high free carrier concentrations ( '" 1021 cm-3), 

whereas germanium telluride films evaporated onto unooated glass 

substrates held at 200°C exhibit relative~ low free carrier relaxation 

times ( '" 0.3 x 10-14seo). 

Fig. (4.19) showa a typical example of the differenoe between tho 

rofleotance of two films prepared onAu predeposited glass (2700C) 

o and unooated glass at 200 C. 

Poly-crystalline GeTe films evaporated onto heated NaCl substrates·, 

however, exhibited different optical behaviour.with ohanging substrate 

temperature, in comparison with the data of Table (4.1). The free 

oarrier rels-~tion time was comparatively larger at medium substrate 

temperatures (around 200°C). 

Table (4.2) summarizes the optioal properties of a series of germanium 

telluride films prepared on heated NaCl substrates and having thioknesses 

which varied between 1500 and 2000 R. 
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TABLE (4.2) Optical Properties. of Po~-orystalline GeTe 

Films Evaporated ontol Na.Cl Substrates. 

Substrate 

temperature (oC) 

190 

220 

240 

260 

280 

Plasma wavelength' 

(microns) 

Relaxation Time 

( x 10-14seo) 

0.6 

0.6 

0.7 

0.8 

0.9 

GaTe films prepared on heated NaC1 substrates were used for the stu~ 

of ER effect in the case of internal reflection spectroscopy (IRS). 

TYPical reflectance and transmittanoe spectra of a po~-crystalline 

film 0.15 microns thick grown on a NaCl subs.trate at 2500 C are shown 

in Fig. (4.3). The refleotance minimum due to free carriers is located 

at about 4.5 microns whereas the refleotance minimum at 4 microns and . 

the reduction of reflectance below 3 microns are indications of 

interference effect due to film thickness. It should be noted that the. 

transmission spectrum does not exhibit a:ny interference. This is probably 

due to the c~nsiderab1e 10sa of light by absorption and scattering in 

the film. 

Thiokness dependence studies of the reflectance spectra in the vicinity 

of plasma edge showed no deteotable dependence on film thickness for 

simiJarly prepared poly-crysta.lline GeTe films of any thickness greater 

than 300 R • This is in very good agreement with the results of Bahl and 

Chopra (1969)~ obtained from systematio thickness dependenoe studies of 
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the optioal constants of similarily prepared GeTe films. 

Finally, the homogeneity of the films deposited on NaCl substrates was 

ohecked by measuring the reflectance of different areas of the films on 

both the front and back surfaces. Varia.tions were less than + 3% for--. 
all of the samplea studied. 

~5 Deduction of Optical Constants of GeTe Films. 

The near normal incidence (_100
) experimental reflectivity apectra of 

a large number of polY-~stalline GeTe films were used as data for the 

deduotion of their optical conatants as a function of wavelength. The 

method employed is diSQuased in detail in AppendU D.' Assuming that the 

reflectivity spectrum of a polY~cr,yata11ine GeTe film ~n the vicinity 

of its plasma edge ia dominated by interband transitions, the parameters 

W oan be calculated. So, -the spectral dependence of p . 

the ref'ra.ctive index, n , and extinction coefficient, k , can be 

oalculated from nrude's model formulae. Fig. (4.4) shows that an averege 

value of 36.5 is expected for the lattice dielectric constant of poly-

orystalline GeTe films. 

However, an additional parameter is required for the evaluation of our 

electra-reflectance model, i.e. the optical effective mass of the free 

oarriers (holes), which has to be deduoed from a method different than 

optical, (usually from Hall measurements). 

Fortunately, the relationship between optical effective mass, mr ' 

and tree oarrier concentration N , ana. also plasma. frequency is well 

established. Consequently an approximate value for m and N can be obtained r 

for each one of our samples trom other investigator's experimental results. 
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Fig.(4.4) Calculated carrier concentration dependence of the lattice 

die1eotri~ oonstant at 295~. The data obtained ~om the 

references of the previoua figure. 
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Fig. (4. 5) shows that the ratio of the free carrier optic..a.l effective 

mass to: the electron mass inoreases rather linearly from approximately 

0.1 to 0.5 when the free oarrier ooncentration increases from 1.5 x 1020 

to 2.5 x 1021 cm-3 respectively. 

Assuming that the nature of the substrate does not affeot the value of 

the optical effective mass, a relationship between plasma wavelength and 

free oarrier ooncentration may be deduoed by -comparing our experimental 

results, pres.ented in Tables (4.1) and (4.2), by those published by Ba.hl. 

and Chopra in 1969, and Tsu et al in 1968. 

As far as the validity of the latter assumption is eonoerned we found 

that the nature of the substrate affects the free carrier relaxation. time 

onl,y, since deposit.ion of poly-crystalllne GeTe films under similar 

oonditions (vac.uum, substrate temperature, and deposition rate) onto 

glass and NaC~ substrateayields films exhibiting diferent relaxation 

times but similar plaama frequencies, i.e. similar N/~, where 

* m = m • m • Fig. (4.6) shows an approximate relationship between r re. 
plasma wavelength and free carrier concentration for films deposited 

onto glasa and NaCl substrates. So, an approximate value for the optical 

effective mass of our GeTe samples can be oalculated from Figs. (4.5) 

and (4.6). 

Some of the results obtained aocording to the previously described 

method are presented in Table (4.3). Each set of optioal parameters 

oorrespondB to two films: the first one being evaporated onto glass 

and the seoond one being evaporated onto NaC1 substrate. These films 

have been selected from a plethora of poly-cr,ystalline GeTe 

fabrioated onto glass and NaCl substratea, for oomparative electro-
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reflectance studies. 

It 18 worth noting that the values for the lattioe dieleotrio oonstant 

tabulated in Table (4.3) are in good agreement,within the error quoted 

in Appendix D, with the experimental results of various researoh workers. 

As far as the values for the free oarrier relaxation time are oonoerneod 

the observed disorepanoy between our and other's results is due to the 

fact that our films are poly-orystalline whereas values for the 

relaxation time quoted in the literature vary around 2 % 10-148eo 

beoause they refer to sing1e-crystal films. 

The speotra1 variation of the refractive index and extinction coeffioient 

of the films in Table (4.3) have been oa1cul.ated aooording to Drude's 

model. Average values for eaoh set (i.e. a and b) of optioa1 

parameters are presented in Figs. (4.7),(4.8),(4.9), and (4.10). 

The use of Drude's model for the ca1oulation of the optioa1 oonstants of 

poly-orysta11ine GeTe films, in the speotral region of the reflectance 

plasma edge, is oonsistent beoause the optioa1 absorption edge aooording 

to Bahl and Choprds (1969) experimental results is approximately 0.8 eV 

(or 1.55 J.tm) for both orystalline and amorphous GaTe films. This 

implies that bound eleotron optioa1 effeots become pronounoed at 

wavelengths shorter than 1.55 J.t m. 

~6 Eleotro - ref1eotanoe Measurements 

The eleotro - refleotanoe effeot has been measured in a large number of 

GeTe films of various free oarrier (hole }oonoentrations and relaxation 

times emp1o,ying the experimental teohniques discussed in a previous o~Apter. 

Some typioa1 examples will be presented in the following paragraphs. 
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Fig. (4.7) Calculated refractive index and extinction coefficient 

for the films 1a and 1b of Table(4.3). 
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Fig.(4.9) Calculatei refractive index and extinction coeffi~ient 

tor the films 3a and 3b of Table (4.3). 
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Fia.(4.10) Caloulated re:f'ra.otive index and extinotion ooeffioient 

tor the film 4a of Table (4.3). 
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Both Internal Reflection 5pectroseopy (IRS) and External Refleotion 

Spectrosoopy (ERS) modes were employed. The latter technique, however, 

gave relative~ more accurate results both in terms of ER magnitude 

( ± 20 % ) ana wavelength resolution (wavelength band-width: O. 06 ~ m). 

The main. problem encountered vdth the IRS technique was inaccuraoy in 

both ER magnitude (sometimes +40%) and wavelength resolution (0.08 ~m) . - . . 

due to the low radiation intensity available. 

4.6.1 I.145. 

Typical examples of ER speotra of pa1ycrystal1ine GaTe films evaporated 

onto NaCl substrates are presented in Figs. (4.11.), (4.12), (4.13), 

and (4.14). These ER spectra were reoorded using the IRS teohnique. 

The aoouracy of the value a of the ER effect· presented in .Figs.(4.13), 

and (4.14) is approximate~ + 40%, whereas ER values of Figs (4.11) -
and (4.12) have an acouracy of about 2: 25 and ±30 peroent respeotively. 

The following important features of the ER effeot are apparent in Figs. 

(4.11), (4.12), (4.13) and (4.14): 

a) The ER peak ooours in the vioinity of the plasma frequency as oan 

be seen by comparing the spectral positions ·01' the ER peaka;with the 

_ oorresponding plasma frequenoies (or plasma wavelengths). The plasoa 

f.requenoy oorresponds to the wavelength for whioh n = k,(See Table (4.4». 

b) The magnitude of the ER effeot stronglY depends on the thickness of 

the film, deoreasing with inoreasing thiokness. The magnitudes of the 

ER peaks obtained from the ER speotra of Fig8.{4.11),(4.12),(4.13) 

and (4.14) together with the oorrespondilig plasma 'Wavelengths deduoed 
. I 
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~~--------.--------r------~~------~----~--I 
~3.000 3.Z00 3.100 3.600 3.800 1.000 

WRVELENGTH (MICRONS) 

Fig. (k. 11) a. Experimental ER spectrum and 

'b. Calculated ER spectrum of a poly-crystalline GaTe 

film 1800 j thick grown on Nac] substrate at 200°C. 
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GeTe film 1500 R thiokgro~ on HaCl Bubstrate 

at 250°C. 
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TABLE 0 ... :) Optical Parameters; ot Poly - crystalline GaTe Films 

~ OBTAINED FROK FIGS. 
DEDUCED BY OUR MET. HOD 

(4.4) a.nd (4.5) 

SAMPLE l' 
wp X N P mr/me 

No EL 10-15 sec· 1014 sec -1 1026 m-3 IJm 

1a 39 6 5.40 3.49 } 10.7 0.3 
1b 38 6 5.43 3.47 

2a 35 8 4.32 4.36 } 5.2 0.2 
2b 35 8. 4.30 4.38 

3& 34- 8 3.85 4.90 
} ·3.2 0.2 

3b 34 8 3.89 4.85 

4a 37 9 3.28 5l.75 2.1 0.2 

, 
a. ref'ers to poly - crysta.11ine GaTe f'ilms on NaCl 8ubstrates. 

b ref'ers to poly - crysta.lline GaTe films on glass substra.tes. 

.... 
o 
0'\ 

I 
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from Figs. (lh 7), (4.8), (4.9) and (4.10) are tabulated versus film 

thi0lo:18s8 in Table (4.4-). The dif'terenoes. in ER peak values are not 

sole~ due to film thiokness but part of the differences oan be 

attributed to differenoes in the film optical parameters tabulated 

in Table (4.3). 

3.5 

4.4-
(*) 4.9 

5.8(*) 

TABLE (4.4) Magnitude and Position of ER peak (in. IRS) 

Apeak 

~m 

3.4 

4.2 

4.4 

5.2 

Versus Film Thickness and PlasI:1a Wavelength. 

·~R/R.V 

(EXPERIM. ) 
(Volts)-1 

. 5. 2x10-4-(!25%) 

7. 5x1 0-4-(=30%) 

1.5x10-2 (+40%) -
8.4x1 0-.3 (+4-0%) -

a 

1 800 

1 500 

500 

800 

tlp/R.V 

(CALCUL.) 
(Volts)-1 

6.4- x 10-4-

8.1 x 10-4-

1.0 x 10-2 

7.5 x 10-3 

(*) The· discrepancy between the position of ER peak and the plasma. 

frequenoy can be attributed to experimental errors occured 

during the deduction ot the Drude model parameters by titt1n8 

the experimental reflectivi~ spectrum of the film. 

The ER spectra ot the same films were calculated according to our model; 

the following parameters were used in each oase, in addition to the ones 

in Table (4-• .3),for these calculations. 
Double layer 

Film No specific capacitance (F/m2) 
1a 0.15 

2a 0.25 

0.22 

0.15 

-
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~hese values have been measured with a Marconi bridge and represent the 

total capacitance of the electrolytic cell. Moreover a constant value o~ 

1.5 was assumed for the refractive index of the NaCl in the spectral region 

of our experiments. 

~able (4.~) shows that the agreement between theory and experiment in the 

case of IRS is good within the limits of'the experimental e~ors. It was 

thought that, because of the rather large experimenta.l error, in the ER 

va1ues it, is meaninglesa, to adjust; the value ot specific, capacitance within 

the limits,ot the experimental error in order to bring the caloulated ER 

speotra almost in coinoidence. 

However, the good agreement between theoretical and experimental ER 

speotra gives us evidenoe that the formulae employed for the caloulation 

ot the ER speotra in the case ot IRS ,are the right ones. 

Four thin poly-crystalline GeTe films were prepared under similar 
0' , 

conditions on NaCl substrates held at 210 C. The optical parameters 

ot all four films, deduced from their reflectivity spectra ~ere 

approximatel3r (::10%) the same, giviDs us' the possibility of studying the 

effeot of film thiokness on, the shape and magnitude ot the eleotro

retlectanca spectra obtained according to the IRS technique. The following 

parameters (in Table(4.5» were used for the calculation of the ,ER 

apeot~as a function of,filmthicknes8 according to our model: 
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5.'100 5.90( 

Fig.(4.1S) Dependence of experimental ER spectrum on film thickness. 

Bulk lines are· calculated ER spectra corresponding to 

films; of thicknesses and optical properties similar to the 

ones used for the ER measurements. 
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~LE (~.5) Parameters Refering to the Films of Fig. (4.15). 

a {:L 
T m;. C Co)p hp 

R (x 10-1~sec) (x 1014sec-1) IJm F/m
2 

500 29.0 5.1 5.2 3.62 0.22 0.11 

1000 28.5 4.9 5.3 3.56 0.22 0.13 

1500 28.7 5.0 5.2 3.62 0.22- 0.12-

2000 28.9 5.2 5.3 ·3.56 0.2; O.1Jt 

The experimental and calculated ER speotra for these four films are 

shown in Fig. (4.15). The agreement of the oalculated with the experimental 

results is quite good. Discrepanciea in the ER values between 

calculated and experimental resultS: ia believed to be the result of 

inacouracies; in the a) calculation of the optical oonstants of the 

films and b) film thicknesz measurements. 

4.6.2 E.R.S. 

The ER spectra of poly-oryatalline thin· . GeTe films evaporated onto 

glass substrB:tes at various temperatures, and thus baving various free 

carrier (hole). conoentrations, are shown: as typica.1 examples of the 

external ref1ectionspectroscopY' in Figs. (4.16) ,(4.17) and (4.18). The· 

optica.l parameters of the films are summarised in Table (4.3). The 

reflectivity spectra in the vicinity of the pla~ma edge have also been 

superimposed .on the ER speotra, in order to show the re1a.tive position. 

of· the ER peak. Again, as in the ca.·se of InterllAl Reflection Spectroacop;r, 

the ER peak occurs; in the vicinity of the plasma. frequency, as is 
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(*) cnd. 

The uncertainty of the experimental values of parameters like double 

layer capacitance and film thickness,as well as the inaccuracy of the 

* values for m and N which were obtained from other researchers' results r 

constitute the stimulus for the decision taken to quote the largest 

possible error as an absolute error over the entire ER spectrum. 

The comparative error,however,is relatively smaller,thus permitting us 

to draw a smooth curve,representing the spectral distribution of the 

effect,through the experimental points which represent the mean values 

of the ER effect at various wavelengths. The comparative error kept small 

by averaging the values of6R,shown on the output of the p.s.d.,over a 

number of 20 values of AR at each wavelength. This technique,which is 

disousse~ in detail in paragraph (3.7) ,yields a fairly small comparative 

error<W-inoreasing the reproduoibili ty of the values of 6 R. 
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expected from our theory and shmm in the previous' figures. 

computer calculations yielded the ER spectra predicted by our model in 

the case of ERS, are shown with bulk lines in Figs. (4.16) ,(4.17) and 

(4.18). The optical parameters of Table (4.3) were used for the calcula -

tion of the spectral variation of the refractive index and extinction 

coefficient of each one of the films. 

lIoreover an average value of 0.1 F/m2 was measured for the electrolytic 

cell specific capacitance and was assumed to be an approximate value. for the. 

double layer specific capacitance. Also, the refractive index of the glass 

8ubstrates was taken to be 1.5 over the spectral region of our measurements. 

The very good approximation of the ER experimental results with the 

calculated ones gives us evidenoe that the proposed model for the ER 

effeot, 1.."l the oase of ERS, is valid. 

The genera~ better agreement between theoretical and experimental 

results in the case of ERS can be attributed to the more accurate 

experimental ER spectra available and possibly to the fact that film 

thickness is not a significant determinant of the ER magnitude as in 

the case of IRS. It seems that significant exPerimental errors (~ 10%) 

associated with film thickness measurements do not affect the calculated 

ER speotra as much as in the case of IRS. 

The accuracy of the ER values of Fi~. (4.16), (4.17) and (4.18) is 

approximatel3 ! 20 %. (Jt;). cY\d... 

A series of ten polY - crystalline GeTe films of various thicknesses 

wero deposited under s1milar conditions onto glass substrates held at 
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2700 C in an attempt to study the dependence of the ER spectrum on film 

thiokness. The films exhibited similar optical properties and their 

reflectivity spectra in the vicinity of the plasma edge were a.lmost 

coinoiding. The result, however, was that there was no deteotable 

quantitative and lor qualitative ohange in their ER spectra, within 

the limits of experimental errors of oourse. This is in very good agreement 

with the values predicted ~ our model; aocording to computer oaloulations 

the magnitude of the ER spectrum of the latter films in the ERS mode, 

is expeoted to remain. the same independently of the value for film 

thiokness. 

The relative~ high accuraoy assooiated with ER measurements, in the 

EllS oase, gave us the opportunity to study the effect of the free carrier 

relaxation time on the magnitude and shape of the ER speotrum. 

A good deal of troubles was enoountered trying to fabrioate two po~ -

cr,ystalline GeTe films exhibiting similar free carrier ooncentrations 

but different relaxation times. Two films, of approximately the same 

thiokness (3000 j) and the desired optioal properties were , eventually 

fabricated by evaporatlllg prefabricatedGeTe onto a) a glass substrate 

a.t 2500 0 with an evaporation rate of about ~o"o RI seo and b) a 

glasa substrate precoated with Au islands and held at 2700C, with an 

evaporation rate of tORI sec. 

Fig. (4.19) shows the experimenta.l reflectivity speotra of the latter 

films. Our fitting prooedure gave the following optioal parameters for 

the films. 
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- relaxation times, a) 5.5 x 10-158ec and 

b) 8 x 10-158eo re8pective13~ 
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Film b 

'2n 14 -1 
CN = 4..;JV X 10 seo 

.P 

( "'p = 4.30 IJm ) 

¥oreover. the value of 0.14 was assumed for the optioal effective 
. . 2 .. 

mass of both films and a value of 0.1 F/m was given to the double 

J.e.yer oapacitance. The experimental and oa10ulated ER spectra. of these 

poly - crystalline GeTe films are shown in Fig. (4.20). Film· a,whioh 

exhibits a large free carrier relaxation time, also exhibits a large 

ER effect. 

Also, the ER peak of the film with lower free carrier relaxation 

time oocura at a longer wavelength comparative~ to the position of the 

ER peak exhibited by the poly-orystalline GeTe film with higher 

relaxation time. 

It is worth noting that the same effeot was observed in the case of thin 

gold f'ilma. (100 R thiok) ,[!Iowson, Avaritsiotis, Fox (1974)]. 

4. 7 Polarity of ER Effeot 

The polarity of ER ef'f'eot in the oase of GeTe poly-crystalline 

films is positive, as has been shown in the previous examples. This is in 

agreement with our initial statement on the polarity of ER.ef'f'eot. AS' has 

been disoussed, GeTe is a p - type 'material exhibiting a lattioe 

dielectri~ constant. of approximately 36. When a positive bias is applied 

" 
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on the GaTe film, produces an increase of the number of holes at the 

surface of the film. Consequent~ an increase on reflectivity is 

expected at a fixed wavelength in the special region of the plasma edge. 

The result is that a positive sign for the ER effect is e~ected 

according to the definitions made in. previous chapter. The fact that the 

experimenta~ recorded polari~ for the ER· effect.in GaTe films is in 

exact agreement with the theoretically predicted one gives us evidence 

ooncerning the validi~ of our model~ 

4.8 IRS Versus ERS 

Comparison of the ER spectra, obtained according to the IRS technique, 

with the ER spectra obtained according to ERS shows that the positions 

of the ER peaks are not the same for optical~ similar films, (as the 

films: of Table (4.3». 

Tabla (4.6) contains the spectral positions of the ER peaks (of the 

films tabulated in Table (4.3» obtained from Figs. [(4.11) and (4.16)] , 

[(4.12) and (4.17)], [(4.13) and (4.18)]. 

TABLE (4.6l IRS Versus ERS 

Sample d (R) "p "peak ms ~peak ERS 
No (microns) (microns) (microns) 

1a 1800 3.49 3.4 
1b 1500 3.47 - 3.5 

2a 1500 4.36 4.2 -
2b 2500 4.38 - 4.4 

3a SOO 4.90 4.4 -
3b 2000 4.85 - 4.9 
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It has already been stated that film thiokness is irrelevant, as far 

as the optioal oonstants are concerned, when it is greater than 300 R. 
Consequently the ooourrence of ER peaks at relatively short wavelengths 

when the IRS is employed, as is shown in Table (4.6), can be attributed 

to free carrier (hole) absorption. 

The proposed model takes indeed free carrier absorption into account ; 

the term exp(-~) ot our formula for IRS accounts for that effect. 

4.9 Film - thi"clmess Measurements 

The thickness of germanium telluride films used in the course of electro-

reflectance measurements was measured before and after the ER measurements 

using a RANK - TAYLOR - HOBSON 11 TaJlystep" • 

The same instrument was used to measure the film-thickness in the case 

of antimony and tin telluride films. 

An error of approximately +1Q% should in general be quoted to the -
ti~thickness values mentioned or to be mentioned. 
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CHAPTER 5 

ELECTRO - REFLECTANCE IN POLYCRYSTALLINE S~e FIlMS 
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5.1 Introduotion 

Tin telluride is a IT - VI compound. Single - phase SnTe exists over 

a wide range of oompositions (Sohoolar, and Dixon, 1968) and always 

exhibits; p-type oonduotion as has been found from the plethora of Hall 

effeot measurements, on bulk and thin film material, oarried out by a 

large number of investigators (see for example Shunk 1969 p.688, and 

Connoly 1972). Brebriok (1963) first pointed out tha.t tin telluride oan 

o~ be prepared as a. p-type material w~th free oarrier oonoentrations 

ranging from 4 x 1021 om-3• Riedl et al (1967) ,and ~is and Dixon (1969) . 

have shown that the oompound is oharaoterized by large deviations from 

stoichiometry. 

Ka1afas et a1 (1964), Houston et al (1964) and Rogers (1968) showed that 

the hig~free carrier (hole) ooncentration is due to a high oonoentration 

of Sn vaoanoies, always present in SnTe, which aot as acoeptors. 

Some partioularly appealing oharaoteristios of this material are 

a)-its oarrier ooncentration can be easily oontrolled over a 

wide range by well established heat treatment prooedures 

(Riedl et a1.,1966), 

b) the e1eotrio sU8oeptibili~ effeotive mass is relatively 
* . -

small (mr = 0.06 - 0.2) and deoreases with deoreasing hole 

'concentration (Riedl, Dixon and Sohoolar 1967), and 

c) ref1eotivity measurements oarried out on SnTe films by 

• • 

Sohoolar and Dixon (1968), Burke and Riedl (1969), Bis and 

Dixon (1970), otta and Zemel (1969), and otta and Rabii (1974) 

showed the existenoe of a well defined refleotivity plasma 

edge in the near infra-red, and a negligible bound eleotron 

oontribution. to the dispersive dieleotrio oonstant, in the _ 
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speotra1 region of the plasma edge. 

5.2 Film Fabrioation 

Tintelluride po1y-cr.ystalline films were deposited in vacuum onto 

heated glass and NaC1 substrates by thermal evaporation from an asymmetrio 

oven - type source. The source material was pre - fabrioated as in the 

case of GeTe, by vacuum melting of the proper quantities of the 

oonstituents i.e. Sn : 48.38% wt and Te :- 51.62% wt, in evacuated 

sealed quartz ampules.The source temperature was maintained between 5500 C 

and 800°C throughout the series; change of the source temperature by 

ohanging the current passing through. it implied a change of evaporation 

rate. The evaporation procedure was typically as follows: the source was 

brought up to temperature (about 5500 C) and material was evaporated for 

about 15 seoonds with the shutter olosed, in order to allow for the 

melting of the evaporant. The source temperature was then increased and 

the shutter was subsequent~opened for periods of time from 10 seoonds 

to 3 minutes. 

The free carrier (hole) concentration of the deposited films was affected 

by the substrate temperature; the higher the substrate temperature that 

was employed, the lower free carrier concentration obtained. Also, the 

optical mobility' and consequently the sharpness of the reflectance plasma 

edge was increasedw1th inoreasing substrate temperature. The combination, 

however, of medium substrate temperatures (about 2400C) and high evapora -

tion rates (i.e. 100 - 300 R / sec)yie1ded poly-crystalline tin telluride 

films on glass. and NaCl substrates, ~biting well defined plasma edges 

in the spectral region between 3.5 - 4.5 microns.· The problem of obtaining 

SllTe films exhibiting well defined plasma edges in· the spectral regions 

. I 

i 
I 
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ot 3.0 to 3.5 miorons, and 4.5 to 6.0 microns was initially 80lved with 

the applioation of·the tollowing well established teohnique. 

Riedl, Sohoolar and Houston (1966) developed a teohnique tor the adjust -

ment ot f'ree oarrier (hole) ooncentration in SnTe films. Aooording t·o 

their teohnique, free oarrier ooncentration of prefabrioated films are 

changed by annealing at . 400°C or below in evacuated sealed ampules and 

in the presence of SnTe ingots oontaining approrlmateq 60 atomic 

percent Sn (when the free carrier oonoentrationis to be inoreased), 

or about 60 atomio percent Te (when the free carrier concentration is 

to be decreased). Typically, a film on its substrate (17 x 25 x 1 ) mm3 

tog~therwithan ingot (3 - 5) mm3 were sealed off in a silica ampule 

(about 100 mm long, having a diameter ~f 18 mm) at a pressure of about 

10-5 torr and placed in a pre - heated fUrnaoe (GRIFFIN ELECTRIC FURNACE) 

the temperature of whioh was kept oonstant automatically with the aid of 

an ErHER DIGI oontroller. The ampule was removed from the furnace after 

the end of the annealing time period, whioh varied between 14 and 100 

hours, and allowed to 0001 in room temperature. Room temperature was 

reached within 5-10 minutes. 

This procedure adjusts the Sn vacancies by driving the film f'rom the 

Te - rioruto the Te - rioher limit of the deviation from the SnTe 

8toiohiometr,y, i.e. 50.2 atomio peroent Te and 49.8 atomio peroent Sn, 

(Shunk, 1969, p. 688). 

However this teohnique has several disadvantages. Firstq, a free oarrier 

ooncentrationgradient is expeoted aocording to Riedl, Sohoolar and Houston 

(1966). The oarrier ooncentration gradient is expeoted to become more 

pronounoed with inoreasing film thickness and decreasing time of annealing. 
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Seoondls', it is an expensive teohnique in the context that requires a 

large number of silioa tubes and a large amound of energy for the 

annealings. 

Several films were prepared on glass substrates by this method. The 

following table summarizes the heat treatment parameters and approximate 

oarrier concentration of the films. 

TABLE (5.1) Heat Treatment Parameters 

Film No INGOT TniE T:a!PERATURE N( x 1026m-3) 
(hours) (00) 

1 Sn-rioh 96 400 2.5 

2 Sn-rioh 68 400 3.0 

3 Sn-rioh 14 400 3.3 

It is worth noting that the heat - treated films retained their original 

thickness to within the limit of our ability to determine it (t 1()%) •. 

Most of the filJns used as samples in our ER studies, however, were 

fabricated by evaporation of SOTe. evaporants of various concentrations 

onto glass and NaC1 substrates held at various temperatures, and without 

subsequent heat treatment. 

Table (5.2) contains information concerning the evaporant (SnTe ingots), 

substrate temperature, evaporation rate and plasma wavelength of the 

films. As in the case of GeTe, SnTe films on glass and NaOl substrates 

having similar optical constants have been selected and are presented 

in Table (5.2). 
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TABLE (5.2) Preparatory Conditions for some SnTe Films 

Film No mGOT Substrate J. . Evaporation 
(oC) 

p 
rate (.R /seo) Sn in % wt temperature ( ~m) 

1a 48.38 240 } 3.6 300 
1b 48.38 240 

2a 48.38 250 } 3.7 250 
2b 48.38 250 

3a 48.67 260 } 4.3 100 
3b 48.67 260 

a refers to SIlTe films deposited onto glass substrates. 

b refers to SnTe films deposited onto NaGl substrates. 

Inspeotion of the films with. the aid of a soanning eleotron miorosoope 

showed that the· film grain size was similar to that observed for GeTe 

films (leas than 0.1 miorons). It may be argued that although the 

employment of relative~ high evaporation rates, does oreate oomparatively 

small film grain size, it is also responsible for the oomparative~ hig~ 

oarrier (hole) conoentration exhibited by the SnTe films which have· 

been deposited onto glass and NaCl substrates. held at temperatures 

ranging from 240 to 260°C. This is the case beoause high deposition rate 

(for example 300 'iI seo) implies high supersaturation rate of SnTe vapor 

and henoe an inorease of the condensation rate of SnTe moleoules for the 

same-substrate temperature o It is worth noting that SnTe vaporizes pra-

dominant~ as the molecular speoies beoause of its high dissooiation 

energy, (Hirayama et al, 1963). 
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5.3 Optioal Propertie~ of Po61-oEYstalline Stire Films. 

The speotral position of the plasma edge of thin (100 - 350 nm) poly

orystalline films strong~ depends on the preparation and / or subsequent 

heat treatment, as has already been disoussed. The large ohanges of the 

plasma frequenoy with free carrier (hole) concentration are also attributed 

to the oarrier ooncentration dependence of the lattice dielectric oonstant, 

• CL ' and optioal effeotive mass, mr = mr • me. Figs. (5.1) and (5.2) 

display the known dependenoe of mrlme and lattioe dieleotrio oonstant 

on free oarrier oonoentration respective~. The optioal effeotive mass, 

inoreases rather linear~ with inoreasing free oarrier concentration, in 

the region from 3.5 x 1020cm-3 to 1 x 1021.om-3. On the oontrary the 

lattioe diele'otrio: oonstant deoreases from 48 to about 44 with free 

carrier ooncentration increasing from 3.5 x 1020cm-3 to 1 x 1021om-3• 

The dependenoe'of plasma wavelength on free oarrier ooncentration has 

been oaloulated with the aid of Figs. (5.1) and (5.2) and is shown in 

Fig. (5.3). 

It is interesting to note that at wavelengths less than about 3 miorons 

the oontribution from bound electrons into the dispersive dieleotri~ 

oonstant beoomes signifioant, thus influenoing the reflectivity spectra 

of poly-orystalline SIlTe films. The effects of bound carriers in this 

spectral region (strong bound oarrier absorption) can be seen in the data 

of B,ylander et a1 (1965),Finkenrath and Kohler (1966), Riedl et a1 (1967), 

Burke and Riedl (1969), and Otta and Rabii (1974). 

Ag~ effects of the films were dete~ed by remeasuring the reflectanoe 

spectrum of a few SnTe films five to ten weeks after the original 

measurement; no change in reflectivity spectra was observed, a fact which 
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implies that no detectable change in the free carrier ooncentrations 

of the fiJJns occured. 

5.4 Deduction of the Qptica1 Constants of SnTe Films. 

~he same method was employed, as in the case of GeTe films, for the 

deduction of the optical constants of our SnTe films as a function of 

wavelength. The assumption that the reflectivit,y spectrum of a poly -

crystalline SnTe film in the spectral region of the plasma edge is 

dominated by f'ree carrier effects is again valid. So, the parameters 

of the Drude model can be oalculated by fitting the experimental near 

normal incidence (100
) reflectivity spectra of our SnTe films, according 

to the method discussed in Appendix D. 

Some selected results obtained according to the previously described 

method are presented in Table (5.3). These films were selected from a 

large number ~f poly-crystalline SnTe films prepared for comparative 

e1ectroref1ectanoe studies. 

Comparison between the values of the lattice die1ectrio constant tabulated 

in Table (5.3) and the ones given qy various authors in Fig. (5.2) shows 

that our method gives values very olose to the ones found by various 

investigators. The values of relaxation time, however, whioh has been 

deduced qy our method are not in very good agreement with the ones given 

:in the literature ( about 1 x 10-14 seo). This attributed to the fact that 

the latter value refers to single orystal films whereas our values refer 

to poly-crystalline SnTe films. 



TABLE (5.31. Optioal Parameters. of Poly-crystalline Sltl!e PUms Prepared 

as has been explained in the Text. 

~ DEDUCED BY OUR METHOD Taken :f'rom 

Figs.(5.1) and (5.3). 

SAMPLE EL 
T Co!)p J\p N m / Jlt r e 

No (x 10·15seo) (x 1014eee:-1) IJJIl . (x 1026m-3) 

1a 43 8 5.19 3.63 } 5.2 0.140 
1b 43 8 5.22 3.61. 

2& 44 8 4.41 4.28 } 3.7 0.135 
2b 45 8 4.45 4.23 

3b(·) 46 10 3.69 5.11 2.7 0.135 

4b(*) 39 0.8 5.69 - 3.31 6.5 0.145 

& refers to SDTe deposited onto NaCl subetrates. 

b refers to SnTe deposited onto glass substrates. 

(*) the free oarrier (hole) ooncentration has been adjusted b.1 heat treatment. 
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Fig. (5.4) Calculated refractive index and extinction coefficient 

of films 1a and 1b of Table (5.3). 
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Fig.(5.5) Caloulated refraotive index and extinction coeffioient 

of films 2a and 2b of Table (5.3). 
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The average refractive index and extinotion coefficient of each group of 

films in Table (5.3) have been calculated from Drude's model parameters 

and are presented in Figs. (5.4),(5.5) and (5.6), against wavelength and 

in the spectral region of the plasma edge. 

. 5.5 Electro - reflectanoe Effect Measurements. 

Some typical examples of ER spectra in thin poly-crystalline Stire 

f'ilms are presented in this paragraph. As far as the accuracy of the ER 

values is concerned the figures quoted in the case of poly-crystalline 

GeTe films are generallY repeated here. In other words +20 % for ERS, -
! 40 % for IRS measurements and a wavelength bandwidth cf ( 0~06 to 

0.08) miorons. The thickness of the films investigated in the case of 

ERS varied around 2000 R. In the contrary films with thicknesses less 

than 2000 R. were studied in the case of IRS. 

The main problem enoountered was inaccuracy in both. ER magnitude and 

wavelength resolution in the case of IRS, due to the low radiation 

intensit,y available. 

5.5.1 IRS -
T,ypical examples of electro - reflectance spectra of thin poly-crystalline 

~e films evaporated onto h9ated and freshly polished NaCl substrates 

are shown in Figs. (5.7) and (5.8). The very good agreement between the 

experimental and calculated ER spectra of Fig. (5.7) is due·to the 

relatively high accuracy (± 30%), whe~eas the rather poor f:illiing of the 

experimental with the theoretical ER spectrum in Fig. (5.8) is attributed 

to the high inaccuracy in experimental ER values (±45 % ) and wavelength 
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determination (wavelength bandwidth 0.0:8 microns). 

A series of four thin poly-crystalline SnTe films of various thioknesses 

was prepared on NaCl substrates held at 2600 C with an evaporation rate of 

100 RI seo, under similar oonditions, so that their reflectivit,y speotra 

were coinciding within + 5 %. The optioal parameters of the films were -
deduoed in the usual way and the results are presented in Table (5.4). 

TABLE !2.4} Parameters Refering to Films of Fig. (5.9) 

d {:L T >'p • C I:A)p mr 

(+ 10%) R - (x10-:-15seo) (%1014seo-1) IJm F 1m2 

500 43 8 5.09 3.70 0.14 0.11 

1000 44- 8 5.20 3.62 0.14 0.1'5 

1500 43 8 5.16 3.65 0.14- O.1~ 

2000 4-5· 8 5.11 3.69 0.14- 0.14 

The experimental and calculated ER spectre. for thoBe four films are 

presented in Fig. (5.9). Discrepanoies between calculated and experimental 

ER speotra can be attributed to errors associated with film thickness 

measurements, deduction of optioal parameters,and experimental errors in 

reflectivit,y and ER measurements. 

ERS -
The ER speotra of several poly-crystalline SnTe films were studied 

in this oase. The optioal. parameters of the films are summarized in 

Tablo (5.3). 

• 
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lig. (5.10) shows the calculated optical constants, n and k, the 

experimental. reflectivity and the experimental and calculated ER 

spectra of a poly-crystalline SDTe film' refered as 4b in Table (5.3). 

It is interesting to note that the experimental electro - reflectance 

peak occurs. in the vicinity of the plasma frequency which oorresponds to 

the wavelength where n = k • The agreement betvieen theoretical and 

experimental. ER spectra is very good. 

Similarly, Fig. (5.11) shows the reflectance plasma edge, the experimental 

and oaloulated ER spectra of a poly-crystalline SDTe film, 3500.R 

thiok, deposited on to a glass substrate and exhibiting a oomparatively 

low free carrier (hole) concentration adjusted by heat treatment. This 

is refered as film 3b in Table (5.3). The agreement between theoretical 

and experimental results is excellent. 

Figs.(5.12) and (5.13) show the experimental and calculated ER spectra 

of two SDTe films 2450 j . and 2850 j thick respectively, in the 

spectral region ot the reflectance plasma edge. They refer as sample No 
. 2 

1b and 2b respectively in Table (5.3). The value of 0.1 F/m was 

assumed for the double layer oapacitance in the oaloulations. for the· . 
. ' 

derivation of the theoret~ ER spectra ot the film3. The agreement 

between oaloulated and experimental ER speotra is very good. 

5.6 polarity of ER Effeot 

!rhe polarity of ER . effect in the case of poly-orystalline SnTe films 

is positive as has been shown in the previous. examples, being in full 

agreement with our previous disoussions concerning ·the polarity ot ER 

effeot in GeTe films • 

• 
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~(5,10) Optioal properties ot the tilm 4b trom table {5.3~.The free 

oarrier (hole) ooncentration (N=6x 1026m-3) has been adjusted 

b,y heat treatment in the presence ot Te-rioh ingot at 4000 C tor 2b. 
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Fig.(5.11) a. Experimental and b.Caloulated ER spectrum ot the tilm 3b 

ot Table (5~3).Film thickness:3500 R. Double layer oapaoitance 
2 . 

C = O~ 1 F/m • The free carrier (hole) concentration has been 
" 

adjusted b,y heat treatment • 
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This gives us additionaJ. evidence tor the validity ot the proposed modol. 

5.7 IRS Versus ERS. 

The position ot ER peaks depends on the technique which has been 

employed tor the measurement ot the ER speotrum. As in the case ot 

GeTe poly-or,ystalline tilms the position o~ ER peaks obtained with 

IRS occur at shorter wavelengthain oomparison with the ones obtained 

with the ERS teohnique. This effeot is attributed to :f'ree oarrier (hole) 

absorption and is taken into acoount in our model. Table (5.5) shows the 

positions o~ the ER peaks obtained :f'rom Figs.(5.~,(5.8),(5.12) and 

(5.13). 

TAl3LE (2-2l IRS versus ERS 

Sample d Ap A peak Apeak 
No (R) (miorons) IRS (miorons) ERa (miorons) 

1a ._ 1350 3.63 3.5 

1b 2450 3.61 3.65 

2a 1130 J,..28 3.95 

2b 2850 z...23 4.3 

• 
. I 

I 
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CHAPTER 6 

ELECTRO - REFLECTANCE IN. Sn - DOPED ~03 FIlMS 

'" 

.. 
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6.1 Introduotion 

Although tin oxide i8 a well known material used for the fabrioation 

of transparent oonduoting ooatings and high stability reSistors, little· 

is known about the optioal properties of doped tin oxide films. 

Sn02 (8tannia oxide) is used extensively, usua.lly with Sb-doping 

to increase the eleotrioal oonduotivity in transparent oonduoting layers 

(MoMaster 1947 , Holland and Siddall 1953) for preventing the formation 

of ioe on the windsoreens of ships eto., in antistatio ooatings on glass 

windows, and finally for the fabrication of the so-oalled "oold mirrors" , 

i.e. heat shields as a proteotion against long wavelength IR radiation, 

(~ort and Groth 1968, K'6stlin 1974). 

Muoh interest has reoent~ been aroused in using tin oxide doped with 

antimony a) in the exploitation of solar energy oonversion (Redaalli, 

1976), b) the fabrioation of transparent hig~ oonduoting (less than 

20 n / 0 ) films for modern electro - optio device applioations 

(Lehmann and Widmer 1975), Frasser and Cook 1972), and thin - film 

optical waveguides (Molzen 1975). 

The electrioal oonduotion of stannio oxide is due to electrons produced 

by oxygen vaoanoies. sn02 has been found to be an n - type semi -

oonduotor (Inagaki et al 1969). The Sn02 oonduotivity oan be adjusted 

by changing the concentration of anion vacancies. It has been found, 

however , that the previous technique is not controllable (Vossen 1971) 

and yiel3,s small ohanges of free carrier concentration around 1 <>19 CIIl-3. 

Sinclair et al (1965) suggested that ~03 can be used as an acceptor 

dopant in sn02 films in order to obtain films of oontrollable free 

• 
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carrier concentration (" or sn02 can be used as a donor impurity in the 

I~03 films). Today, Sb is used as a dopant in the case of sn02 

and Sn. is used as a dopant in the case of ~03. Doping with : . 

metals of higher' valenoy leads. to suoh a high free carrier ,. 

(electron) density as 1021 cm-3 ( Vainshtein and Fistul' 1970). 

There is still some controversy in the: literature about the amount of 

doping which has to be introduced in the films to obtain minimum resistivity. 

Sn - doped indium oxide films are prepared by either chemical vapor depo-

sition (CVD) or sputtering, and the as deposited resistivity (3 - 300 n /0) 

depends on substrate temperature (Frazer and Cook 1972, Pankratz 1972, 

!Cane and Schweizer 1975). The films if sprayed or sputtered are exclusively 

n-type. A well known technique has been recently introduced for the 

preparation of conductive (3 - 30 n /0 , depending on thickness) coatings 

ot tin - doped indium oxide: the so-called reactive sputtering. (Holland 

and Campbell 1968). The new technique has the advantage ot yielding 

indium - tin oxide films having smooth surfaces; a grain size of 300 j 

is . obtained compared to 80 j obtained by. other 

teohniques. The technique therefore is suitable for the fabrication of 

photovoltaic cells (Thorton and Hedgcoth 1976). 

A systematic study of the dependence of tree carrier mobility of In20
3 

- films on the nature of the. dopant by Growth (1966) showed that the free 

carrier (electron) mobility strongly depends on the particular impuri~ 

used (Sn, Ti, Sb, Zr). It is worth noting that the electron mobility 

reported varies 'bJabout 100m2 / V.seo An unusually high value 

( "" 170 om2 / v. sec) was measured by Groth (1966) on Zr - doped 

• 
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6.2 Optical Properties 

Refleotance and transmittanoe speotra of a large number of Sn ~ doped 

~03 films have been reoorded and studied. The films were prepared on 

plain glass substrates, by both ohemioal vapor deposition (THORN 

LIGHTING LTD) and D. C. sputtering (PLESSEY COMPANY LTD). The films fabri-

oated with CVD have been deposited onto ths glass substrates with an 

average deposition rate of approximately 2000 RI seo. The deposition 

rate and other preparatory oonditions of the films prepared by sputtering 

were not given by the manufaoturer. 

Figs. (6.1) and (6.2) are S.E.M. photographs of two tin - doped indium 

oxide films having similar thioknesses (oheoked with the aid of the 

interferenoe oolors refleoted by the films), but prepared by CVD and D.C. 

sputtering respeotively. The film prepared by the latter teohnique shows 

a relatively smoother surfaoe as shown in Fig. (6.2). 

It is worth noting that, to the best of our knowledge, there has been no 

systematio study of the differenoes in optioal properties between . 

Sn - doped indium oxide films prepared by ohemioal vapor deposition and 

these prepared by D.C. sputtering. 

It was deoided to make a oomparative study of the reflectivi~ speotra of the 

- films available fir~t~ t~ investigate the effect of t~e preparation method 

on the refleotivity speotrum ana seoondly to seleot the most suitable 

films (i.e. the ones having the sharpest refleotanoe plasma edges) for 

our eleotro - refleotanoe measurements. 

Fig. (6.3) shows the refleotivi~ spectra of some of the films prepared 

by CVD in the plants of THORN LIGHTING LTD., Leics. The pronounoed 
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l~m 

Fig. (6.1.) S.E.M. photograph (20K,50o) of Sn-doped ~03 

film prepared by CVD. 

~m 

Fig. (6.2) S.E.M. photograph (20K,50o) of Sn-doped In
2

0
3 

film prepared by d.C. sputtering. 
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inorease of refleotanoe is due to free oarrier (electron) effects. The 

reflectivity spectra between 0.30 and 0.7 microns were recorded with 

the aid of a Unicam SP8000 ultraviolet Recording Spectrophotometer and two i 

Perkin-Elmer att·achmenta for near normal incidence 
. -

reflectivity measurements. 

The reflectivi~ speotra of Fig. (6.3) correspond to films which have been 

prepared under similar conditions but having different thicknesses. So, 

Fig. (6.3) gives us evidence that the free carrier ( electron ) 

conoentration depends on film thiokness; a fact very important for 

various applioations. 

Fig. (6.4) shows the reflectivity spe.ctra of two Sn - doped indium oxide 

films which exhibit a rather interesting feature; the dip in reflectance, 

at the spectral region of the plasma edge arises from surface plasmons 

excitation whioh has been made possible by surface roughnoss. Similar dip 

in refleotance was not observed in the reflectivi~spectra of the rest 

of the films; this implies that the latter had oomparative~ smoother 

surfaoes. 

The frequency, c"s of this additional mode, distinct from the bulk 

plasma oscillation ( whioh, oorresponds to a frequency c" ), is given 
p 

by Stern and Ferrell(1960) as the one which satisfies the following 

relation= 

Where, CA and CB denote the dielectric constants of medium A 

(air), and B (Sn - doped indium oxide) respective~ • 

• 
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Fig. (6.3). Re£1eotivit,y speotra of Sn - doped I~03 films prepared by CVD [see Table (6.2)] • 
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Fig. (6.4) Regleotivi~ speotra of two Sn - doped In203 films 

prepared by CVD. The wavelengths A and A p s 

indioate, according t~ the olassical theory, the 

plasma wavelength and the surfaoe-plasmons wavelength 

respective~; see Table (6.1) • 
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In the case of 

~'l: »1, 

and for a free electron gas, Drude's model yields 

This relation is approrlma.te~ valid in our case as has been verified by 

comparing the calculated and experimental values of Co)s (or 
'\ __ 2 '7I"'C 

/\ -------- ). s Co)s 

TABLE (6.1) Calculated and Experimental Values of 

Surface Plasmon Frequencies (and Wavelengths) 

~ 
Film a Film b 

of Fig. (6.4) 
, 

of Fig. (6.4) 

1.5 15 -1 '1.5 x 1015sec -1 Co) (*) x 10 Bec 
PCALe. 

Cl:) 

sCALC 
(**) , 14 -1 ,--.F, 0 x 10 sec 'V6 x 1014sec -1 

A 
'. 

'. i:-J2;? ~m IV 2.5 ~m 

PCALC 

A 3 <, ~m ~ ",m 
SCALe 

.". 

As ,... 2.9 \Jm '" 2.9 ~m 
EXP 

(*) The values for plasma frequency have been deduced from 

reflectivi~ spectra of Fig. (6.4) with the aid of the computer 

method discussed in Appendix D. 

(**) A value of 4 assumed for the lattice dielectric constant. That 

.. 
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value was deduced from reflectivity data employing the computer 

method analyzed in Appendix D. 

Fig. (6.5) shows the reflectivit,y spectra of tin-doped indium oxide films 

fabricated by D. C. sputtering in PLESSh"Y' 5 laboratories at North-ants,. There 

is no indication ·of surface plasmons effect; this can be attributed to 

the comparatively smoother film surface. Moreover the reflectance plasma 

edges are not sharper than the ones ex11ibited ~ the films 

prepared by ohemical vapor deposition (as it was expected because of the 

deposition rate) , this may be attributed to possible lower substrata 

temperatures that were employed. 

Tin-doped indium oxide films prepared by CVD method were deposited on glass 

8ubstrates held at around 5000 C whereas D.C. sputtered films are usually 

deposited onto substrates held at room temperature. 

6.2.1. Film Thiokness. Deduotion 

The thickness of Sn - doped I~03 was detennined from the reflectance 

extrema due to thiokness interferenoe effects (multiple refleotions), in 

the visible part of the spec~ 

The conditions for the ooourenoe of minimum values for reflectance are 

given by Heavens (1965),p.157, 

(6.1) n d = (2 m + 2 ) A / 4 

where n is the refraotive index of the tin - doped oxide film, -which is 

a.ssumed to be non - absorbing in the visible part of the eleotromagnetic 

spectrum., d is its thiokness and are the wavelengths where the 

• 
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Fig. (6.5) Reflectivity spectra of Sn - doped ~03 films prepared by D.C. sputtering [See Table (6.3)] • 
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refleotanoe minima ooour. 

Sil!lilarily, the oonditions for the occurrenoe of refleotanoe maxima are 

(6.2) n d =(2 m + 1) • " / 4. 

Thene relations oan be used to determine the parameter, m , present 

in Eqs. (6.1) and (6.2), provided that n is unambiguously known. 

A value of 2.0 is given by Fraser and Cook (1972) for the refraotive index 

in the speotral region around 500 n~ • Moreover refraotive index values 

of 2.03 and 1.95 have been quoted for 480 and 620 n m respeotively. 

If the value of n does not ohange very rapidly with wavelength, as in 

our oase, then by assuming n d to be oonstant, we may substraot the 

relations 

(6.3) 4 n d = (2 m + 2) "1 

(condition for refleotanoe minimum at " 1 ), and 

(6.4) 4 n d = (2 m + 1) "2 

(condition for refleotanoe maximum at "2)' for two suooessive interference 

- extrema and obtain 

(6.5) m= 
2:"1 - A 2 

2 (A 1 -A2) 

ConBequent~, m has been determined. Substituting the value of m, . 

found in that way, into Eq.{6.1) yields. a value for the thickness of the 

film: 

• 
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, (6.6) , +1]h 
2n 

Filmthicknesse's caloulated according to the previously discussed method 

are presented in Tables (6.1) and (6.2), which are refering to Figs (6.3) 

and (6.5) respectively. 

Sample 

No 

1 

2 

3 

TABLE(6.2) Characteristics of' Sn-doped In20
3 

Films 

Fabricated by GVD on plain Glass. 

R 

(ohms/square) (*) 

50 

40 

20 

d 

260 

370 

450 

(*) Sheet resistance was measured between two stripa of In-Ga amalgam; 

the distanoe between the strips was equal to their lengths, approximately 

1cm. 

(lie) 

Run No 

~ 

221 

219 

411 

TABLE (6.3) Characteristics of' Sn - doped I~03 Films 

Fabricated by sputtering onto Plain Glas~, 

Substrates. 

R d 

(ohms/square)(*) (R) 

40 450 

26 270 

147 590 

The sheet - resistanoe of the films fabricated by PLESSEY COMPANY LTD. 

were given by the manufaoturer • 

• 
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The extraordinary effeot of having· thioker Sn - doped I~03 films 

exhibiting higher ohmio resistances oan simply be attributed to the 

preparator,y oonditions and mainly to the sputtering gas mixture, 

(Fraser and Cook, 1972). 

6.2.2 Deduotion of Optioal Constants 

The speotral variation of the refractive index and extinction ooefficient 

of two tin doped ind.ium oxide films (No 3 and ~ 219) have been deduced 

from reflectivi~ measurements emploJ~g the optimization strategy 

discussed in Appendix D. These particular films were selected for ER 

measurements because they were optically homogeneous and exhibited 

comparatively sharp plasma edges shown in Figs. (6.3) and (6.5). 

The Drude t 8 parameters, from which the dispersive real and imaginary parts 

of the complex dielectric constant have been calculated, are presented 

in Table (6.4). 

1\ 
IT; 

E 
L 

~p 

Ap 

• 

TABLE (6.4) Drude model Parameters deduced by fitting 

the Reflectivi~ Spectrum. 

Film No 3 Film ~ 219 

of Fig. (6.3) of Fig. (6.5) 

1.78 x 10-158eo -15 1.73 x 10 seo 

5 8 

8.83 x 1014sec -1 8.84 x 1014sec -1 

2.1 vm 2.1 vm 
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It is worth noting that a lattice die1ectrio constant of 4.0 and an 

effective optical mass of 0.35 me have been. found by lreIstlin et a1 

(1974) by fitting a number of free electron concentrations N. versus 

plasma wavelength, with the relation 

Prom their results is obvious that the fitting is adequate for low values 

of N only. This means that the term EM- mc is not constant over 

all the values for free carrier (electron) concentration. ~st1in et a1 

(1974) have also deduced a value of 30 cm2/v_ sec for electrical 

mobility, which implies a value of appro:x:i.mately 6 x 10-15 sec for the 

free carrier relaxation time. The.y stated, however that the value for the 

free oarrier relaxation time has always been found to be less than 

6 x 10-15 sec. 

Clanget (1973) gives a value of 4 for the lattice. dielectric constant, 

independently of the carrier concentration, by extrapolating the real 

part of the dielectrio constant to A = 0 and assuming that 

a) the relaxation time in the spectral region 3 - 00 eV is negligible and 

b) that interband effects are negligible. 

Extrapolation of their. experimental results for the imaginary part, E. i , 

of the dielectric; constant toA =0 under the same assumptions should 

give Ei :::0, but it does; not. 

Vainshtein and Fistul' (1967) found that the energy gap of undoped indium 

oxide is 3.55 eVe This implies that the onset of interband transitions 

in Sn - doped~03 is expected at the vicinity of 360nm _ So, the 

assumption that interband effects are negligible in the photon region 

between 3 e V and. higher photon energies is questionable • 

• 

-----------------------------------------------
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It is obvious that there is a degree of uncertainty as far as the optical 

parameters of Sn - doped I~03 is concerned. 

As far as the optical effective mass is concerned various values have been 

founa. ~stlin et al (1974) , found a constant value of 0.35 m ~ whereas e 

Clanget (1973) found that the optical effective mass depends slight~ on 

free carrier concentration as shown in Fig. (6.6). Additionally Vanshtein 

and Fistul' (1967) found that the optical effective mass of Sn - doped 

~03 is 0.28 me independent~ of free carrier concentration. 

Fina~, the dependence of plasma wavelength on free electron. concentration 

is shown in Fig. (6.7) which has been drawn according to the results of 

Clanget (1973) and ~stlin et al (1974). 

6.3 Eleotro - refleotance Measurements 

The ER effect in tin - doped indium oxide films has been measured 

employ:1ng the ERS technique. An unexpected difficulty emerged in the 

oourse of our measurement a; the use of carbon tetrachloride as an 

eleotrolyte gave small cell capacitancea ( ..... 1000 pF). This had as a 

result the induction of very small changes in free carrier concentration 

and oonsequent~ the recording of comparatively small (less than 10-4x R ) 

signals for 6 R. 

However, the use of acetonitrile solved the problem of low signals because 

it yielded cell capacitances of approximate~ 15 ~F, although it 

introduced the problem of strong absorption bands shown on Figs. (6.8) 

and (6.9). The latter problem was solved by extrapolation. 
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E.R.S. 

Curve, a, of Fig. (6.8) is the experimental ER speotrum of film 

No 3, the reflectivi~ speotrum of whioh is shown in Fig. (6.3). 

Deduotion of Drudets optioal parameters by fitting the experimental 

refleotivity speotrum yield the values presented in Table (6.4). 

The free carrier oonoentration and optioal effeotive mass. oan be 

obtained from Figs. (6.7) and (6.6) respeotively. A value ofapproximate~ 

N -- "3 x 1026 m-3 is obtal."ned .por '\ -- 2 1 ... .;orons ..... a. a' value o.p '+e .... /\p ...... , --- .... 

approximate~ 0.33 me for the optioal effeotive mass. 

The theoretioal eleotro - refleotanoe speotrum for the same film has been 

oaloulated aocording to the proposed model and is shown as ourve, b , in 

Fig. (6.8). The following values have been u~ed in these oaloulations 

additional~ to the ones. tabulated in Table (6.4). 

Film No 3 (THORN) 

C = 10 ~F / om2 

m; = 0.42 

v = 1. Volt 

d = 450.R 

The value of 0.42 me was used for the optioal effeotive mass, instead 

of 0.33 m deduoed from Clangetts results sinoe it gave a better e 

approximation to the experimental results. 

Curve, a , of Fig. (6.9) is the experimental ER speotrum of film .~ 219 

which ha3 been fabrioated by D.C. sputtering. Its refleotanoe plasma 

edge is shown in Fig. (6.5). 
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Fig. (6.8) a. Experimental and 

b. Calculated ER speotrum of Film No 3 of Table (6.4). 

Shadowed areas on the top show the a.bsorption b.and:3 of 

aoetonitrile. The dashed parts of the experimental ourve 

represent extrapolated values. 
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The theoretioal ER speotrum for the same film has been oaloulated 

aocording to the proposed mioroscopic model and is shoY1ll as curve. b, 

III Fig. (6.9). The Drude model parameters. tabulated in Table (6.4). 

have been used in these oaloulations. The following values have been 

alao used in the oourse of these calculations: 

Film 3, 219 (PLESSEY) 

2 
C = 16 JJF / cm 

m* = 0.42 r 

v = 1 Volt 

d ~ 270 R 

The agreement between experimental and theoretical ER speotra is very 

good, as oan be seeing from Figs. (6.8) and (6.9). 

An experimental error of approxima. tely 15% is quoted for the experimental 

ER spectra. of Figs~ (6.8) and (6.9). As far as the wavelength bandwidth 

is ooncerned, an approximate value of 0.07 microns is quoted in these ER 

measurements. 

The polarity of ER effect· in the case of Sn-doped I~03 films ia negative. 

According to the assumptions. made in Chapter 2, when a positive potential 

(i.e. EnC= +ve) ,is applied on a sample which has electrons as ,free 

carriera (q = -e), a negative change ia expected. This is in agreement 

with eq.(2.24) since a positive ~C decreases the number of electrons 

on the sample - surface, thus yielding a negative polarity for AR/R. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSIONS AND PROPOSALS FOR FURTHER WORK 
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7.1 Introduction 

It has been shown that the electro-reflectance spectrum in the vicinit,y 

of the reflectanoe plasma edge of thin oonducting film and / or bulk 

materials oan be predicted quantitatively. 

The proposed mioroscopic model gives a good understanding of the 

queJ.itative and quantitative dependence of the ER spectrum on free 

oarrier parameters (such as: free carrier ooncentration, free carrier 

rela.xa.tion time, optical effective mass, lattice dielectric oonstant and 

free oarrier ooncentration) as well as bound electron effects. 

The validity of the present model has been proved by the good agreement 

between the theoretioal and experimental results.It is worth noting that 

oomparison between the experimental ER speotra of IV-VI oompounds and tin

doped indium oxide filma shows that their ER-peak values are s1 mi1 ar. 

despite the faot that the IV-VI oompound films exhibit relatively higher 

optical mobilities. This is due to the fact that the IV-VI compounds -

lattice dielectric constant is approxomately 9 times greater than the one 

of tin-doped indium oxide films. 

Thus , it can be argued that the effeot of the "value of the lattice 

dieleotric oonstant on the magnitude of the ER peak has be"en demonstrated 

experimenta~ as well as theoretioally. 

Due to the limit of the apparatus used, which was approximately 

AB. /RV ~ 10-Zt.(Volts)-1 over the spectral region 1.5 - 5.5 microns 

it was impossible to verify calculated ER peak values tabulated in 

Table (2.1) for Sb and GaAa. 

Antimo~ films were fabrioated in our laboratory whereas a GaAs single 
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crystal (optica~ polished ) wafer was provided Qy Plessey Co.Ltd 

(Towcester). Attempts to dope the latter with tin, in order to shift 

the plasma edge from 25 microns to 12 microns, were unsuccessful. 

However, having established an essentially quantitative theory a search 

was made to find materials exhibiting sharp reflectance plasma edges 

(i.e. large optical mobility) and relatively small dielectric constants 

(not greater than 30 ) in order to obtain large ER. si~nals ( > 1 x 10-
1
). 

Doped (n - type) indium antimonide [Spitzer and Fan (1957) , Fan (1967)] 

is a potential candidate exhibiting a very large optical mobility: 

2 -1 -1 24 -3 1.12 m. sec • V for N=4x10 m and A ~13.1 \Jm. A major 
p 

problem is how one oan dope it in·. order to shift the plasma edge 

wavelength to approximately 10.6 microns, and use the material for the 

modulation of CO2 lasers. 

Doped (n-type) gallium arsenide [Madelung (1964)] can also be employed 

yielding a considerable modulation shown in Table (2.1). 

Finally a.- Hexagonal silicon· carbide seems to meet the requirements in 

order to yield a large ER signal, and addi tionaly exhibits excellent 

meohanical' and thermal properties suitable to stand considerably high 

temperatures. « 1800oc) without degradation of its optical properties 

~arshall et al (1973)]. 

A value ot approximately 0.8 has been reported for 

is no value given for the eleotron relaxation time. 

m* whereas there r 
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7.2 Large Values of Eleotro - refleotanoe Effeot 

With large ohanges of the optioal properties of the surfaoa layer, 

~ is no longer olose to n3 • The approximation 

for Yi from eq. (2.4) in that oase gives 

(7. 1) 

where ~ will be small ,i.e. on the oreation of the enhanoed layer on 

the surfaoe of the sample the refleotanoe will rise to a value which is 

assumed to be unity. That assumption is expeoted to be valid in the case 

of materials with very sharp refleotanoe plasm edges l:L'ce SiC~ and InSb, 

and large modulating voltages. 

So, the Fresnel coefficient of the perturbed system is given by 

r= 

Considering "idea)!' materia.ls. (i. e. ,,-1« Cl) the refractive index is 

real between the reflectance minimum and the plasma frequenoy and goes 

frOJl1 0 to a oonstant value. Interband effeots are assumed to be zero 

in this speotral region. Then, the energy reflocted by the system can 

be expressed as 

~ = rr') 
= (n1 - ~)2 + b2 

( n1 + n.;)2 + b
2 
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whore 

b = 
n1 ~ CA) £ (l 2) 

c n2 ~ 

~.l.[~ 21 = -~ o n3 

(7.5) 
..,2 -Ul] 

2 2 , [PE P 
~-~ = 

L UJ2 

Now 

~-N 1 = . ul m* m m reO 

where and NE refer to the properties of the enhanced layer. 

Using: 

(7.6) (NE - N)·t = CV/q 

Equation (7.4) becomes 

and oonsequently 

Substraoting 

b =~. 1 
o eo m* m 

r· e 

n1 . 1 
·_·_·cv· 
~ w 

~om eq.(7.8) an estimate of large changes in reflcctivi~ can be obtained 

when an electric field is applied normally on the surfaoe ora material •. 
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It is worth noting that from eq.(7.8) ,~ reaohes unity asymptotically. 

When n3~n1' no modulation will tako place. 

Table (41) shows the large effect oaloulated aocording to the previous 

formulae for an applied voltage of 1 volt in the case of G~~s. 

Additional oaloulations were performed for the oase of InSb and SiC. 

a) Indium Antimonide 

The peak value of the ER effeot was obtained from oomputer oaloulations 

using the " :roll owing data 

yielding 

N = 4 x 1024 m -3 

. re = 2.6 x 10-13 seo. 

m*: 0.011-1 
r 

EL~15 

\= 13.1 
2 C = 0.1 F/m 

[ An] = 0.7 
R V = 1 Volt 

b) Silioon'Carbide 

In this oaae the following data were used in addition to the ones presented 

in Table (D-3) 

C = 0.1 F / m'l 

yielding 

[ 6.R] - 0 3 
~. V = 1 Volt - o. 
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This particular material may be suitable for the fabrication of IR modulator 

at 1Q.6 microns if a way of increasing its optical mobility will be err~loyed. 

After these encouraging theoretical results modulating units can be built 

employ.ing either the electrolytic technique using CS
2 

(90%) transmission 

at 10.6 microns. for a layer 0.1 cm thick) or the Schott~ - barrier 

technique ,(Avaritsiotia ,1974). 

The eleotrolytio teo-hnique in oonjuction with the use of thin-layer cella 

(like the one used in the oourse of the present ERS -ER measurements) 

seems ver,y promising. This is due to the fact that large double layer 

oapaoitances, and consequent~ high electric fields, can be aohieved easily. 

Moreover, incorporation of a magnetio field utilizing the magnetoplasma 

effeot [Lax and Wright (1960), 'Elliot and G-ibson (1974-)] may yield a. 

versatile modulating unit which may work over a relative~ wide speotral 

range. 

Finally, greater. ER signals oan be obtained by employing low temperatures 

in order to increase the optical mobility. For example,com~uter calculations 

showed that the ER- peak value for PbTe at room temperature is of the 

order of 10-3 for V = 1 Volt. whereas at 80~ it becomes 6 x 10-1• 

It is believed that the proposals put forward here together with the 

basio. experience gained in this project may possibly lead to the 

development of a simple,cheap,effective,and versatile method of 

modulating infra-red radiation. 
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APPENDIX A 

DERIVATION OF THE COMPLNrE EXPRESSION FOR ER m'ECT 

IN BULK SAMPLES 
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Bearing in mind that 

(A - 1) 

the term 

of Eq. (2.24) can be written as: 

(A - 2) 

Substituting Eq. (A-2) into Eqs. (2.23) and (2.22) yields Eq. (2.25) 

which is the complete formula for the electro - reflectance effect in 

bulk materials. It is worth noting that the plasma frequency, wp ' has 

been defined as 

~:t> = [ _____ Ile
2
_] ~ 

E E m* m L 0 r e 
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APPENDIX B 

DERIVATION OF THE EXPRESSION FOR E.R.S. 
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Substitution of eqs. (2.56) and (2.57) into eq. (2.53) yields: 

(B-1) = 
R 

(A->A*) + ::~: exp{-fj) oos q,. (A + A) + I~ exp (- ~ ) ~S:in4> (A-A.~ 
1 + 2. -exp (-2 (3) + 2 Ir21 exp (- (3 ) oos cp 

Ri Irtl 

(A +A*) R1~ exp (-2.{3) "'" Ir.dlr2loexp (-(3)·(A+A*) ",")r1I1r21[J Sine{A-A"':~ 

. However (A+A*) and (A-A*) can be calculated from eqs. (A-2)~(2.20) and 

(2.23); substituting these values into (B-f) yields eq.(2.59).· 
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A PP END I·X C 

DERIVATION OF THE EXPRESSION FOR I.R.S. 
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The same prooedure is used here as in the oase of E.R.S. 

However, it is worth noting that the Fresnel ooeffioient, r 1 ' defined 

in eq. (2.70) with refereno to fig. (2.17) has the same magnitude but 

an opposite sign in relation to, r 2 ' whioh has been defined in eq. (2.71) 

with referenoe to fig. (2.18). 

Consequently A of eq.(2.58) is equal to G ofeq. (2.76). 

Thus from eqs. (2.20), (2.22) and (2.23) the validity of the following 

equality oan be proved: 

(C-1) 
= 
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APPENDIX D 

A METHOD FOR THE DEDUCTIOIi OF OP.rlCAL· cca'l'ST.ANTS FROM REFLECTANCE 

MEASUREMENTS m THE VICINITY OF THE PLASMA EDGE. 
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D.1 A Brief Review of the most Popular Methods 

There are many ways to determine the qptical constants of bulk or thin 

film materials. An extensive review of the various methods employed so 

far is given by Heavens (1964, 1965) and Woblgemuth and Bradie (1975). 

Most of these methods require either lengtqy computations or time 

consuming optical measurements taken over wide spectral regions. 

A popular and rather accurate method for the calculation of the bulk 

optical oonstants of a solid consists of measuring the normal incidence 

refleotivity of an optioaJ.ly polished sample of that material over a 

wide range of frequencies, followed by a Kramers - Xronillg ana.l,ysis. This 

method follows from the fact that in order to determine the refraotive 

index and extinction coefficient the modulus and phase of the Fresnel 

oomplex ooefficient, r , for the air - material interface must be known. 

The value of I r I can/ be determined from normal incidence ref'lectance 

measurements; since R = Ir12. Given thatlr l is known over the entire 

frequency spectrum, the phase, 0 ( C40 ), at a single frequency, CA) 0 • 

oan be calculated by means of the Kramers - Kroning dispersion relation, 

(D - 1) o (~ ) o =---

o 

CO 

1 n I r(~) I 
-----dC4 

2 2 
.~o -C4 

which is a consequence of the principle of causality i. e. that electro-

magnetio radiation cannot be reflected or absorbed by a system before 

the arrival of the primar.y electromagnetic wave. 

This method first introduced by Simon (1951) and Robinson (1952) was 

critioal~ evaluated by Bowlden and Wilmshurst (1963). 
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In ma~ cases, however, the reflection over a limited spectral range 

is readily available, so that it is not possible to obtain accurate 

results by using the }\ramers - Kroning method. Although in practice 

extrapolation procedures are used to obtain R outside of range of 

measurements, experimental data £rom other investigators are necessar,y 

for accurate results specially in the high - energy regions where the 

reflectanoe, due to strong interband transitions, is charaoterized by 

structure. This, of course, implies that the materials examined by 

various investigators have exaot~ the same optioal properties, which 

in fact is not always the case. 

Also, if' thin films are involved the expression for R in terms of n 

and k becomes complicated and can no longer be converted to yield 

corresponding equations for the refractive index and extinction 

coei'ficient. To obtain the optical constants in this case two quantities, 

suoh as reflectance and transmittanoe of the same film or the 

transmittance 'of two films of dif':f'erent thicknesses are measured at each 

frequency. An obvious disadvantage a) of the first case is that it is 

time consuming and b) of the second case is that the method. assumes 

no variation or- the optioal properties. with thickness, which unfortunately 

is not always the case specially when the optical thiclOless is small, 

Avaritsiotia (1975). 

Moreover a classical oscillator fit to reflectance spectra in a trial -

and - error baBi~ always. is a lengt~ process, even if the spectra do 

not exhibit considerable structure and thus only three parameters are 

required for an adequate fit •. 

A most straight forward approach is to fit the experimental reflecte.nce 

e.nd/or transmittance point - by - point using an iteration procedure. 
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The main dise,dvnntage of the latter techniq,ue is tr..at there are cases 

where small errors in the measured reflectance and / or transmittance 

lead to large errors in n and 1<:. 

The use of a smooth curve fitting seems to be more promising. In order 

to eliminate the problems of the point - by - point technique a fit over 

the whole spectral region covering the experimental data has been 

attempted. All these attempts are based on the same principal idee : 

i.~. the simultaneous fitting of all the experimental points. But the 

computer techniques employed are different, depending on the accuracy 

requ:ired and the computer time to be consumed. The latter is not 

necessar~ a function of the required accuracy but it mainly depends 

on the iteration procedure employed. 

In the present method a general -purpose curve fitting subroutine has 

been used, "hioh converts an initial guessed set of parameters to a final 

setwhioh gives the best fit to the experimental reflectance spectrum 

of bulk and thin film materials. 

The main features of the present method are: 

a) Caloulation of the parameters of a olassical oscillator, i.e. 

EL' CI:lp ' and T, from the knowledge of the reflectance speotrum. 

only, in the vicinity of the plasma edge. 

The oscillator parameters themselves have physical significance 

in this region of the reflectance spectrum, which is dominated 

by intraband transitions. Also, the classical oscillator 

automatic~ satisfies the Kramers-Kronig dispersive relations. 

b) Errors in n and k due to errors in experimental refleotance 

are reduced since a smooth curve fitting ia employed. This. makes 
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the present method superior to point - by - point fitting methods 

employed by Abelss and Theye (1966), and Bennett and Booty (1966). 

D.2 Optioal Constants from Bulk Data 

The presentation of the oomplex dieleotrio oonstant acoording to Drude's 

model has been shown to reproduoe the refleotanoe speotrum of a solid in 

the speotral region of the plasma edge, and when interband transitions 

oan be ignored. 

Aooording to Drude's model 

(D - 2) 

2 
~p 

2 • -t 
eN + J~'t" 

wh~re &L is the lattioe dieleotrio oonstant. 'C is the free oarrier 

relaxation time and eNp is the plasma. frequenoy. The optioal oonstants 

Xl and k are defined in terms of &1 and &2 by 

(D - 3 ) 

and 

(D - 4) 

Fin~;the refleotivit,r for normal inoidenoe is given by 

(D - 5) 

where n = 1 o . 

2 2 
(no-n) + k: 

R = 2 2 
(n ~n) + k 

o 

for· air. 
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The fitting prooedure of the experimental reflectivi~ spectrum consists 

of an initial est:1ma.tion of the parameters EL~ 'C ~ and Co) ~ oaloulation p 

of the refleotivi~ from the latter equation and subsequent adjustment 

of the parameters until the so - oalled objective function~ defined as 

N 

(D - 6.) X Q L [REXI' ("':I.) - RCALC ( "':I.) r 
i=1 

N: Number of experimental points ~ 

becomes smaller than a. predetermined value ~ which eventually governs 

the acoura.oy with which the parameters are oalculated. 

Similar methods have been employed by several research workers~ Verleur 

(1968)~ Rivor,y (1970); their iterative hill - climbing processes were 

specially developed for that purpose. 

In: the present method ~however, a general purpose FORTRAN IV subroutine 

ID4]'BF - N.A.G., was employed on the lCL 1900 computer. 

The present method has been tested on several materials exbibiting a _ 

plasma. edge and the results were quite satisfactor,y. Experimental data 

of various researchers have been used for comparison: 

A] LEAD TELLURlDE , figs. (D-1) and (D-2) 

TABLE (D - 1) 

~ EXPERIMENTAL (=le) ACCORDING TO THE PRESENT MRmOD 

"C 2 x 10-13 sec -13 4 x 10 sec 

E 32.6 32.6 L 
14 -1 14 -1 

Co)p 1.24 x 10- sec 1.22 x 10 sec 

"p 15.2 tJm 15.4 tJm 

m* 0.095 -r 
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BEROfTB 

I I· 
11.OGO 12.200 13.100 11.600 15.800 

WRVELENGTH (MICRONS) 

FiS. (D-1) The experimental data of Dixon and Riedl (1965) for the 

reflectivity of PbTe at 81 0K are represented by dots. The 

heav.y printed ourve is the one obtained by our method. 
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REAOPTB 

LEAD TELLUAIDE 

11. 000 12.200 11.500 15.600' 

WRVELENGTH (MICRONS) 
Fig.(D-2) Optioal oonstants of PbTe at 81 0K oaloulated from the optimum 

values of the olassioal oscillator parameters determined b,y the 

fitting of experimental data of fig. (D-1). 
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(*) The experimental reflectivity data of p-type PbTe at 81 0 K 

(N = 1.5 x 1025 m-3) were obtained from Dixon and Riedl·(1965). 

The optimum values of the classical. oscillator parameters were 

used to obtain the reflectivity spectrum and the optical 

properties against wavelength. Figa (D-1) and (D-2) ahow how 

they compare to the experimental values. 

B] HEXAGONAL SILICON CARBIDE~ figs (D - 3) and CD - 4). 

G 
~ 

EL 

cwp: 

Ap 
m* r 

TABLE CD - 2) 

-
EXPERDlENTAL ACCORDlliG TO THE PRESErrrMETHOD 

.. 13 - 4- x 10 sec 

6~7 3.2 

14 -1 1,.82 x 10 see 8 14-1 1. 3 x 10 seo 

10.3 ~m 10.3 ~m 

0.25(*) -

(*) This value of effective mass was obtained from Appendix B 

ot the proceedings of the 3~ International Conference on 

Silicon Carbide, 1973 edited by R.C.Marshall, J~W.Faust, 

and C.E. Byan~ University of South Carolina Press, Columbia~ 

South Carolina (I sm 0 - 87249 - 315 - 6). 

The rest of the experimental data have been taken from Spitzer 

et al 1959. 

!he optimum values of the cla.ssical osoillator defined by the present. 

method were used to ca.lculate the reflectivity spectrum and the optioal 

properties of green alpha (hexagonal) SiC. Figs (D-3) and (n-:.4) show how 

they oompare to the experimental values. 
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ftEAOFT1 

SILICON CRN5T 

6.000 8.800 9.600 10.100 11.ZOO 12.000 

WRVELENGTH (MICRONS) 

Fig.(D-3) Dots represent the experimental reflectance versus wavelength. 

The heavy printed curve has been obtained by Qur method. 
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. Fig. (D-4) Opt~al properties of hexagonal silicon carbide calculated 

according to our method are compared with the ones given by 

Spitzer et .al (1959). 
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c] Tm - DOPED GALLIUM ARSENIDE , Figs (D-5) and (D-6). 

i~ 
'C' 

EL 

c..:Ip 

Ap 

m* r 

TABLE (D-3) 

CALCUIATED BY TRIAL AND ACCORDmG TO THE PRESENT· 

EBRORS MRrHOD METHOD 

(**) -14 8.9 x 10 seo -14-8.9.3 x 10 seo 

(**) 10.9 10.9 

(**) 9.24 x 1013seo -1 13 -1 9.2.3 x 10 sec 

20.4 ~m 20.45 ~m 

0.067(*) -

(*) The value of effeotive mass was obtained from Madelung 

(1964), Physios of III - V Compounds, p.97. 

(**)AocordiDg to Axe and Hammer (1967). 

All these examples demonstrate that in the region of the plasIIla edge and. 

for refleotanoe spectra dominated by intraband transitions the proposed 

method givea resUlts comparable to the ones oalculated ~ other researchers. 

The obtained solutiona are unique and correspond to a. global minimum of 

the objeotive function. The uniquit,y of the solutions has been numeric~ 

verified by using 10 different initial sets of the parameters EL,"-C-, 

and c..:Ip and obtaining the same minimum, 1. e. the same optimum values 

for EL' c..:Ip and "C' , every time. 
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b.oDO 

_ Fig. (1)..021 Reflectance spectrum calculated by Axe and Hammer (1967) 

and the present method. The two curves coincide. 
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AEAOPT2 

TIN-DOPED GRLLIUM RRSENIDE 

IS. 000 ! 7 • 000 19. 000 k 1. 000 ks. 000 ~_ooo 
WRVELENGTH (MICRONS) 

Fig. (D-6) Optical oonstants caloulated using the two sets of classioal 

osoilator parameters from Table (D-3). 
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D.3 Optical Consta;nts from Thin-Film Data. 

The same strategy has been employed for the calculation of classical 

oscilator parameters and thickness of thin films from their reflectance 

spectra in the vioinity of the plasma. edge. 

However, the introduction of thickness as a fourth parameter creates 

probleI!lB; local miItiJna ocour in ph¥sically unlikely regions (See Fig. 

(D.7). The same t,ype of problems met by other investigators: Valeur (1968), 

Ward et al (1969). Rivory (1970) • 

.A. modif'io.a;t;ion '{l!f8S ; "troduced in an· attempt to overcome the local minima 

problems; the e~erimenta.l reflectance spectrum was divided into two parts, 

one including the plasma. edge o~ and a second one including reflectance 

pattern due to film thiokness in shorter wavelengths. Reflectance spectra 

of antimo~ films of various. thicknesses were used obtained from Harris 

and Corrigan (1964,1965) and Fox, Howson and Emmony (1974-). The first 

spectral portion was fitted using the thin film thickness,d , as a fourth 

parameter. The second spectral portion was subsequently fitted using the 

optimum value for d, obtained by the first fitting procedure as a starting 

point for the second fitting procedure; in the latter case d was the o~ 

parameter to be adjusted. Unfortunately, although suoh a modification gave 

a more accurate value for the film thickness, did not reduce the local 

minimum: problem. 

In a third attempt the film thickness was given to the subroutine as a 

constant and the optimum values of the classical oscillator were calculated. 

This method gave non-pragmatio values for the set of classical oscilator 

paramet~rs ma~ beoause of the inaccuracy in the values of d quoted 

in the literature. 
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1.500 11. 200 0.900 . O. 600 o. 300 . 
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Fig. (D-7) A: Experimental reflectivi~ spectrum of Sb thin film from 

Harris (1964). 

B: Caloulated reflectance from classical oscilator parameters 

corresponding to a local mjnimum of the objective tunotion. 
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.0: 
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Finally~ it was decided to employ the same method used in the case of 

bulk materials. The results were adequate specially when d 2 A. This 

was expeoted since it is knOlin~ Avaritsiotis (1974) ~ that when d2A 

the reflectanoe of a film is qualitatively and quantitatively comparable 

to that of the bulk material. In the case of relatively thin films, i. e. 

when d« A, the optimum values of the classical oscillator parameters 

obtained according to the latter teohnique were used as initial values 

in an iteration prooedure where the film thiclOless. was the fourth para

meter to be adjusted. The latter stage was giving a fine adjustment in 

partioular to the values of relaxation time and film thiclmess. Problems 

related with local minima were overoomed by using various starting points. 

Table (D-~) summurizes the results obtained for a S~e film, using our 

experimental data~ and oompares them with others.' results for bulk SnTe 

with similar optioal properties. The thickness of the film measured with 

a Talystep and found to be 2500 R (!: 15 % ). 

~ 
It' 

&L 

(,:)p 

Ap 

a 

TABLE CD - 4), (SnTe film) 

THE PRESM MmHOD 

(STAGE I) * 

-14-0.5 x 10 seo 

19.3 

14 -1 5.98 x 10 seo 

3.2 1-1 m 

0.29 J..'m 

* see fig.(D.8) 

.* see fig. (D. 9) 

THE PRESENT MRrHOD 

(STAGE II) ** 

0.96 x 1014seo 

22.7 

6 14-1 .01 x 10 sec 

3.13 J..'m 

0.208 J..'m 

DATA FROM THE 

LITERATURE:jI** 

-14 0.8 x 10 seo 

40 

14 -1 4.8 x 10 aeo 

3.9 J..'m 

(BULK) 

*** for bulk material from Dieal et al. (1967). 
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REROPT6 

TlN-TELLURIUN 

g ...-1 --.---r----.--~i ----" 
2.000 12_600 13 .100 'S_800 . . Q.39SS.00a 

WRVELENGTH (MICRONS) 

Fig.en-8) • Experimental reflectivity spectrum of SnTe film 

----Fitted curve assuming that the reflectance is the one of a 

bulk material J Bee Table (D-4). 
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, 

f\EROFTfS 

TIN lE:lLUFi!UN. 

2.000 '2.600 '3.200 IS_BOO '1.399 

WRVELE.NGTH (M I CRONS'] 
• Experimental refleotiVity speotrum of the SnTe film of fig. 

CD-8). 

- Fitted ourve including the f~lm thickness as a parameter. 
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Disorepancies in the values of Co)p and "" p are due to c1ifferences 

in free oarrier density. As far as the lattioe dieleotrio constant is 

oonoerned, it has been oalculated from atrial - and - error method. 

UnfortunatelY the previous~ described method does not always give optimum 

values for the parameters. It has been found that the objective function 

does not have a minimum for all the values of filmthiokness. In these 

oases approximate values oan be oalculated for the parameters by assuming 

that the reflecthity data are these of bulk. The reflectivity d.e.ta of 

a thin tin - doped ~03 film have been treatea in that way. 

Table (D-5) oompares the classical· oscillator parameters for a tin - dopea 

indium oxide "" / 4- film fabricated by THORN LIGHTING LTD. , 

with experimental data obtained from the literature, Irestlin et al. (1974). 

TABLE (D-5) (Sn - doped, In
2

0
3 

film) 

~ THE PRESENT METHOD (*) DATA FROM ~LITERATtJRE 

-15 
'C 3.85 x 10 sec -
EL 8 4.0 (**) 

1.73 x 1015 -1 15 -1 
c.vp 

sec 1.57 x 10 sec 

Ap 1.1 IJm 1.2 JJm 

m* r - 0.54 

(*) see fig. (D.10). 

(**)Thia value has been calculated by neglecting ~ • 
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.Goa 1.200 1.800 2.100 

WRVELENGTH (MICRONS) 
• Experimental reflectivity spectrum of a tin-doped indium 

oxide film. 

---Calculated reflectance according t9 the present method. 

• 
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D.4 Remarks 

Over - all errors in EL' C..:I , and ~ p are difficult to estimate but 

. may be presented by the uncertainties associated with the curve fitting 

procedure. 

Since we observed that the changes of each parameter has a rather unique 

effect on the reflectivity curve the sensitivity of the reflectivity to 

changes in the values of the parameters may give an estimate of the 

errors in the parameters. The sensitivity of the reflectance spectruM to 

ohanges in the parameters was checked by altering the optimum values until 

a change was monitored at the first decimal point of most at the refleotan~e 

values; • In order to create suoh chanses in the examples already worked, 

the following normalized changes of the values of the parameters were 

gener~ required: 

depending on whether 

( ~ 8) respeotive~. 

and 

depending on whether 

;!; 10 % to 90 % 

EL is comparative~ large ("'J 90) or small 

! 10 % 

:!: 15 % to ! 30 % 

C..:It'C' ~ 1 or C..:I'C'« 1 re spec ti vel,y. 

Thus, for a value of lattioe dielectrio constant equal to 8 a maximum. 
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error of about :!: 7 can be quoted to the optimum value given by the 

present method. 

Also, the limitations of the present method are heavi~ depended on the 

aocuracy of the experimental data used. It can be argued that when ~ 

becomes negligible, i. e. t.) 'C« 1, the accuracy of the calculated values 

for rr:: beoomes rather small. 

However, in this case the same argument oan be raised for most of the 

popular teohniques. Moreover, it is obvious from the present results that the. 

method is oapable of giving accurate values for the relaxation time 

even when Ci:I re is considerably small (GaAs) and it is not likely to 

find materials with much smaller values of t.)"l: than the ones already 

examined. 

As far as the computer time is concerned the total number of iterations 

did not exceed in arI3 case the 500. This figure is equivalent to muoh 

more less than 1000 HILS. for the lCt 1900 computer. 

Consequently this method can be used as El. non - destructive techniq'l,le for 

a quick evaluation of optical properties of a conducting material in the 

vicinit,y of its plasma edge. Moreover, the fact that this method makes 

use of a general purpose computer subroutine makes it suitable for 

application ina wide range of conducting materials for quick and rather 

accurate checks of relaxation time, lattice dielectric constant, and plasma 

frequenoy. 

Finally, it ia worth noting that the relative mass can be calculated from 

the effective number of free carriers (If / m;) found by the present 
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method, if' N is known, from Hall measurements for example. 

The acouracy of its value depends on the accuracy with whioh N has 

been measured. 

The general ~e of computer programs written for the deduetion of 

optioal properties from reflectivity data will be shown in the following 

pages. The program shown assumes bulk-like optioal behavior. 



JOB FREAP100,P,JA1157 
t.UFORTIU~ 
JOilCORE 50000 
VOLUfH 1 SOOO 
RUN ;,1000 
.*** 
DOCUMENT SOURCE . 

LJURARV(ED,SURGROUPNAGF) . 
LIBRARY (ED,SUBGRUUPGRAF) 

PROGRAlt(P001) . 
I~PLJT 1 = eRO 
.OUTPUT 2 = LPO 

COMPACT 
COMPRESS INT~GER AND LOGICAL 
TPACE 0 
END 

N 
g , 



MASTEI'l FRf:Ar'10Q 
INTEG!;R Q 
HEAL l-
D HI ENS I 11 N R ( 1 00 ) , Y ( 1 00 ) , l. ( 1 00 ) ,se Ml T (~) , W ( 900 ) • EN ( 1 00 >., e K (1 00 } , 

'*EA(100),EEi(1(lO) 
'*,~E1 (50)i~E2(50),TTR(50)~TTN(50)~TTK(SO) 
'* , G ( , 0 n) ,on E !.i A T ( 5 0) , W 1 (S 0) , W 2 ( 5 0 ) '; t' R R R ( 5 0) , D R R 1 (5 0 , 
'*,w11 (50) ,\127.(50) ,URIRS(SO) 
·,~1(30),R2(30)'DE~TA1(30),DELTA2(30) 

COMMON Vi'L 
EXTER~AL SUHSQ,HONIT 
NO=1 
K:3 
I A=18 
J=IA 
IW=2*J*K+2*K,*K+2*J+S'*K 
ACC=o,1E~1' 

H=O.1E"07 
C EXPERII1ENTAL DATA OF '* '* .. * GETE '* '* '* '* * 

DMAX~10 
MAX=BOO 
IFAIL=1 

C ----~-·~--·------··-·~----"---~r·-----~----~·~·---·~"- -... -.--.~ .... c THIS PROGRAr1 HIUI~tlZES A SUn OF SQUARES USING A STRATEGY WHICH 
CIS SIMILAR TO THAT APP~lED BY POWELL (1968). 

N 
o 
'C) 

I 



, 

c ~-.------.~~----~--~----------~~~---------------------------.-.-~- •• 
·c --.------------------·-------~-~~-~-----.-----M.--.---.---_.~-~---.-C I A r S F. (HI A I. TU THE TOT A ~ N u 11 B e R 0 F E X PER I M F. ~J TAL PO I N T S • 

C -~------------~-----~------·.~r~-w--·~-----~-~------ft~-.--.~"~---00 102 I=1,lA 
READC1,1()1) L(l),Y(I) 
WRITE(l,103) L(l)tYCI) 

101 FO~iIAT(F3,',2X,FS.3) 
103 FOR:1AT(i!OX, 'L:aJ ,fS,Z,5X, IREXP-. ',F4.2) 
'Ol CONT ItltJE 

C -----------"-----~---~------~~~~~~~-----.------------.~- •• --~-----.-C ESTIMATED OPTrflA~ VA~UES FOR T,EL,OMEGAP I 
C 5 CON T ( niT ... C 0 I~ S TAN T 1 
C SCONT(iD : EL 
C SCONT Cs) r nr'EGAP.CONSTANT3 

TINITt"L =6,0 
SC0NT(1)=SQKTCTINITIAL) 
SCQtlT(2)='~,2 
S C flU T ( :$ ) = 5 • 2 4 

C ~-~------~M~------w------------~f~--~---·-----·-·----- .---_________ . 
C .-~------.----~------.------- •• ~~-----.-~-----.---~--------.~--- •• --

WR'ITE(~,44) TINITIAL,SCONT(2);SCONT(3) 
44 FORnATCIIIIIIIIII,lOX,!INITIAL ESTIMATES OF SCONT I ',3X, 

.'T~ I,E1'.4,SX,'E~z 1,~11.4,5X"OMEGAP~ ',E11.4) 
CALL E04FBF(IA ,3,SCONT,R,SSQ~ACC,H,DMAX,W,IW,SUMSQ,MONIT",MAX, 

N 
~ 

o 
I 



·UAII.) 
t.JRITF.(?,SS) SSt1 

55 FOR!IAT(tllll,30X,fSUM UF SQUARES = ',E11.4) 
WRITECZ,66) l~AIL 

61, ForttlAT(IIIII,~~OX,fJFAtL:; 'd1) 
77 FO!{111\T(1 1f 1) 

D04-PQ,25 
4 WRITE(2,99) LCX),YCI),R(I) 
99 FORflAT(SX,IL= I,F).Z,~X,IRGIVEN= f,E14,6,.5X,'DRFINAL- ',e14,6) 
88 FORMATC1H1)-

CC=O.3F. ... 15 
VFLOC=4*3,14·3.14*CCC·*Z) 
CONST1=O,1E~14 
CONST2=10.0 
C 0 I~ S T J :2 0 , 1 E + 1 5 
DO 313 I=1,IA 
F. E 1 ( I ) = sell U T ( 2 ) ... CON S T 2 .., ( , .. ( ( S C 0 ~ T ( 3 ) •• 2 ) • ( C 0 r~ s T 3 '* .. z ) / 

.(VELOC/CLCJ).*Z)+',/«SCONTC1)*.4)*(CONST1.*2»») 
EEZ(I) =SCONT(2)·CONST2.CSCONTC3).*Z).CCONST3**2).L(I)/ 

.(SQRT(VELOC)*C~CONT(1)·*2)·CONST1·(VELOC/(L(I)**2)+ 

.1./«5CONT(1)··4)*(CONST1··2»» 
rtH(I)=SQRT(O,S*(SQRTCEE1(I)*·2+EE2(I) •• 2)+EE1(I») 
TTKCI)=EE2Cl)/(Z*TTNCI» 
TTR(I)~«TTN(I)·NU)·*2+TTK(I)·*2)/«TTN(I)+NO)**2.TTK(I) •• Z) 
WRITE(Z,314) LCI),EE1(1)1EEZ(I),TTN(1),TTKCl),TTR(I) 



· , 

31 4 FOR r I A T ( 1 H ,. L = ',F 5 , 2 , J X, , e 1. " E 1 4. 6' , 3 X '; , E 2 I: " E 1 4 • 6 , lX, 'N I: " 

*E14.6,JX,'K= ',E1 4 .6,5X,f ROPTa f,E14.6) 
31 J COIn I I/UE 

DO 316 1=1,11\ 
316 WRJTE(~,315) LCI),TTRCI),V(I) 

315' FORI1AT(20X,'L- ',F5,2,5Xi I ROPT,= I,E14.6·,·SX,tREXP,~ I;E14,6) 
SQ·O,1602E~18. . 

C FILM THIC~NESS (IN M1CR) z 
.01=0,':; 

C=O.3F;"'O<) 
CC=O,:1f.+1S 
CAPI\CI1ANCE~O,1 

C EFF~CTIVE MASS 
FMR=O.14 

C REFRACTIVE I~DEX OF SUBSTRATE: 
AN]=1 .5 
EM=O,91091E .. 3il 
T=(SCONT(1)**~).CUNST1 
E('\=O .IH35416E'" 1 
VEL~C~4*J.14*1,14·(CC**2) 
v =1 • I,) 
NO=1 . 
CON S = 4,., NO'" SQ. CAp A C J TAN C e'" v I ( C * F 11 R * E tl * EO) 
00 Z11 I=1,IA 
OMEGATCI)C2*J,14*CC*<SCONT(1)w*2).CONST1/LCI) 

N 
..:. 
N 

I 



G(I)~~*(O:1EGAT(I)*(TTN(I)*"2·TTK(I)**2~NO**2)+~*TT~(1).TTK(I»/ 
*(TTIJ(I)**2~TT~(I)*·2-NO**2+2·TTN(r)*TTK(I).OMEGAT(J)) 

21 1 W PIT I; ( 2 , 21 2 ) () '1 E GAT ( r ) , L ( I ) , (j ( I ) 
21 2 FOR: 1.o\.T ( ~ X , ' 0:-1 F. G.~ T = " E 1 'I , 3 , :; X , , L = " F 6 , 3', 5 X , , G 11 " E 11 , 3 ) 

DO 213 1=1, lA 
~ 1 ( I ) = S q ~ T ( ( (tl 0"" T T N Cl ) ) ~U 2 + T T KC I ) .. * 2) / ( (N 0 + T T N Cl ) ) • * l + T T K ( I) * .. ~ ) ) 
q2(1)=SQRT«(TT~(I)~AN5)·*2+TTK(I).*2)/«TTN(I)+AN3)*·l+TTK(!).*Z) 

*) 

dETA=4*J,1'*TTKC!)*D 1 IL(E) 
DFLTA=4*3.'4*TT~(I)*D 1 fL(I) 
DELTA1(I)~ATAN(2*TTK(t)/«1-TTN(I».(1+TTN(I»~TTK(I)**2» 
o ELT A ~ ( I) ::; A T A:j ( 3 * T T K <I ) / ( C1 • j"" TT N ( I ) ) * C1 + T T N ( I ) ) • TT K (I ) ".2) ) 
I F ( DEl. T ., 1 ( I ) • ~ T • 0) [) E I. T A 1 ( I )= 0 ELT A 1 ( I) + 3 , 1 4 
IFCDELTA2(1),LT,O) De~TA2(I)=DELTA2(r)+3,14 
FJ=DELTA2(I)-OELTA1CI).DELTA+3,14 
THETA=D~LTA2(1)+OELTA1(1)""OELTA+3.14 
W1(1)=(1+(R2({)/R1(I»*EXP(-aeTA)·COS(Ft)+G(I).(R2(1)/R1(~».EXP 

*(~nETA)*SIN(FI»/('+(~2(I).*2/~1(I)**~)*EXP(.2t~ETA)+Z.(R2(I)/R1(J 
*»)*E;XP(-k\f:TA)*CqS(FI» 
W2(I>=C(~1 (I)**?')*(R2CI>**2)*EXPC-?*nETA)+R1<J)*R2(!).eXP(ftBETA)* 

*COS(THETA).G(I)*R'(I)*~2(I)*EXP(-RETA)*SJN(THETA»)/('+(R1(!) •• Z) • 
• (P2(I)**I.)*EX?(-2*nETA)+2*R1'I)*R2(r)*EXp(~BETA>.COS(THETA» 
DRR1(1)=cnNS·C~(I)/(VELOC+(L(r)**2/T.*2»)* 

.(+SQRT(VEL~C)wTTN(I)*TTK(I)~L(I)*(TTN(J)*.2.TTK(I) •• 2-NO**2)/T)/ 
*«TTN(I)*·Z~TTK(I)*.2~NO**2)**2+4*(TTN(I).*2).(TTK(I).*2» 



DRRR(I)=(~J1 (1).-I/Z(J».DRR1 (ll 

W~ITE(7f214) L(I)'D~R'(I)/ORRR(I),W1Cr),W2(J) 
21 4 F Cl R 11 A T ( 1 It , f L:.: I, F ~ , j i Z X , , [0" 11 R 1 l. " E 11 • 3 , 2 X , , [ l') RI R l:a " i 1 , .4, 

.10X,I\J1= ',E11 t4'~X, 'l42= ',E11.4) 
21 j CONT I '''lE 
t .-----. PLOTTING SUHROUTI!IES _~____ * * • * * * • * * * ** • * 

CALL U1:POP . 
CALL UTP3(CHAR,4,U,4.0,-1) 
CALL UTP4AC3,4,5,4,O.011iO,023,S.O,6.0, 

*21HWAVELEr:GTH (MICROllS) ,l,c~2H [OR/R.V] 1/vOLTS ,3) 
CALL UTP6V(3HERS ,1,3,0.0,2.75,4.0,0.3) 
CALL UTP6V(4HneTE ,1,4,O,Oi2i7,3.5,O.4) 
CALL Iln'4HCLCl) ,O~RR(?) ,11,1) 
CALL IITPCL c - ~ - - - " - • _ - ~ ~ _ -w ~ _ ~ ______ • _ • __ • _ ...... C·M-.----- _________ ~ __ -~ 
DO 82'. 1=1 tI A 
Rr:TA=4·3.14*TTK(I)*P 1 ILCI) 
OFLTA=4~3.14·TT"(I).D 1 IL(I) 
l) F L T AI. = () ELT A 1 ( I ) . 

1,P"S. 

DfLTA3=DELTAZ,r) 
FJ=PELTA4~DELTA3-DELTA+J.14 
THErA~DELTA4+n~LTA3-De~TA+l.'4 
R3=R2CO 
R4=R1 (I> 

-~~--~-----~---.---~~-.---~-

'" .... 
~ 
I . 



W11(1)=(EXPC,.flETA)"'(Rl/R4)*COS(FI)+(R3/R4)*GCI)*SINCFI »1 
.«(R~**2/H4.*2)+EXP(-2.UETA)+Z*(R3/R4).EXp(·aET4)*COS(Fr» 
W~2(J)=«R3·*~)*(R4**?)*EXP(·BETA)+R3*R4*COS(T~ETA)+ . 
*H3*"4~G(I)*SI4(THtTA»1 
*(1.(R3**2)·(H4**~)·EXP(-2*BETA)+2*R3*R4*EXP(-BETA)*COS(THETA» 
DRIRS(I)=(4'1(1)-WZ2(1»*Exp(~aETA).DRR1(I) 
W~ITE(2,823) ~(I)'DRIRS(I),W11(I),W22(r) 

R23 FORIIAT(t!SX, I L= ",F5,3,5Xt'ltDB/R] tRS- I ,En ,4,5X, IW". ',E11,4, 
*3)(,'w2l= ',E11,4) 

824 CONT I ~'UE 
STOP 
E~O 

I\) 
...10 

\J1 

I 



SUBROUTINE SUMSQ(J,K,~CONTiR) 
DIMENSIoN SC ONT(K),ReJ),YC'OO),L.(100) 
R E.A L L 
CCINMUtl Y, L 
C(=0,3(+15 
CONST1=O.1E""14 
CONST2=1n.o 
CM~ST3=O.' E+1 5 
VfL(lC~4·3,'4·:S.14*(CC"·2) 
1'10=1 
DO 1 r =1 , J 
E1=~cnNT(l)*CONSTl·(1~«SCONT(3)**~)*(cnNST3*"2)1 

*(VELOC/(LC1)··2)+1,/«SCONT(1>**4)*(CONST1**2»») 
E?::I se n N T (2) .. C (I rl s T ~ it ( S r; ():H (3, .... 2) .. ( CON S T 3 .. ", ) .. L (I ) I 
*(SQ~T(VELOC)·(SCONr(')*"2)"COHST1*(VELOC/(L(I)**2)+ *, . I ( ( !i CO rH (, ) ...... 4) .. ( CO/I S T 1 .... 2 ) ) ) ) 
TN=SQRT(O,5*(~QHT(E1.*~+E2**~)·E1») 

TK=E21 <t.,.'1> 
T Il:: ( eT N"'" 0) .. '" ~ .. , T K". 2 ) I ( ( T N +. NO) .... 2 + T K"" 2 ) 

f RCl)=TR-Y(J) 
RETlIRN 
E~D 



SUBROUTINE MO~JT(J,K,SCONTiR,SSQ1ICALLS) 
DJNEN5ION SCO~T(~),R(J) 
WRITE(2,100) JCAL~S 

100 F"Ri'AT(IIIII,~x,rICALLS= 1,13) 
WRITE(~,200) SSQ 

200 FOR~AT(II,5X,'SUM OF SQUARES I ',E14.6j 
WRITE(2,300) (SCONTCI),I=1,K) 

300 fORMAT(IIIII,5~,'VALUES OF T7EL;OMEGAP ARE ACCORDINGLV I " 
*3£14.6) 

RETURN 
END 
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APPENDIX E 

A WAVEL]NG-TH lWNITOR FOR A SING-LE BEAM 1!ONOCHROY.ATOR 
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It is often desirable with a single beam monochromator to scan through 

a band of lolavelengths and produce a record of the output intensity against 

wavelength. The Hilger and Watts D310 double monochromator is provided 

with a motor drive which gives a wavelength output as a fraction of' time~ 

this letter shows a simple adaptation of this drive with no mechanical 

modifications to the instrument which provides a calibrated output VOltage 

representing the wavelength. 

Fig •. (E-1):l:s a diagram of the mechanical parts of the attachment. .4.n 

aluminium arm screwed on the side of the monochromator body ~ by the two 

existing screws, is. the supporting frame of the whole mechanism. The 

rotation of the wavelength dialing drum is transmitted through a combination 

of coax-shafts (telescopic drive) to a 48DP 30 teeth Brass gear and a five 

lobe cam. A five lobe cam was used because five marks were needed, during 

one revolution of the wavelength dialing drum, each one corresponding to the 

1/50 of the scale on the drum. The combination of the coax-shafts allQWs for 

the synchronous displacement of the micrometer drum. The inner shaft is 

connected to the drum by a pin, passed through an existing hole and it slides 

"in" and "out" inside the outer shaft applying on the l~tter ~orque at 

the same time. 

A second 48DP 120 teeth Brass. gear, which is engaged with the 30 teeth 

gear, rotates a lO-turn linear helipot (lOKn). The combination of the two 

gears transforms the rotation of the wavelength dialing drum by a ratio of 

4:1. This is necessary since the dialing drum rotates 40 times in order to 

scan the whole scale and there is no 40-turn helipot available on the market.· 

The helipot is electrically connected to a stabilized power supply 

through tlV'O potentiometers which are necessary for the initial calibration 



FiS·(E-1) 

1: wavelength dia1ing drum, 

2: inner shaft, 

3: out~r shaft, 

4: slots on the outer 

5: 30 teeth gear;" 

6: five lobe cam, 

7: micro - switoh, 

8: 120 teeth gear, 

9: helipot, 

10: pin, 

shaft, 

11: micrometer drum soa1e, 
12: main soale. 
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of the d.c. voltage on the output of the pot. The output vol~age o£ the 

pot is fed into a d.igita1 voltmeter, l.,hich is placed near the recorder~ 

displaying the drum settings. 

• 

The five lobe cam operates a microsl.ritch, the s.ignal from t.rhich is 

processed to give a pulse of adjustable height ,.rhich is subsequently recorded 

as a "pip" on the recorded spectrum. Preliminary adjustment of the position 

·of the microswitch brought the reference "pips" in exact coincidence with 

certain divisions of the scale of the micrometer drum. The coincidence was 

exact for all the divisions of the main scale. The reference marks occured 

at 50 drum scale subdivision intervals; this t-1as taken into consideration for 

the establishment of a convenient fiducial scale (in drum subdivisions) in 

step t.rith the. nominal wavelength. The final complete calibration of the 

instrument was then established by plotting the fiducial scale values· of the 

calibrant lines as abscissa against the corresponding true l-1ave.lengths as 

ordinate. No special temperature or humidity control was employed for the 

room. 

The motor control box, which allows fgr "forward" and "reverse" spectrum 

scanning, was removed from the monochromator find it was placed near the pen

recorder. 

The described attachment has successfully.been used and it has required 

no maintenance or re-calibration for more than one year. 

Fig.(~2) shows the actual wavelength monitor. Fig. (E-3) is the electronic 

circuit of the pen recorder marker unit used to control the height of the Itpip~r. 



Fig. (E-2) Photograph of the wavelength monitor. 
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